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ABSTRACT 
 
DETERMINATION OF THE EXPRESSION PATTERNS OF THE NINE CSP GENES 
IN ESCHERICHIA COLI K12 MG1655 AND THE GROWTH DEFECTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH DELETION OF THESE GENES 
 
 
By 
Tiffaney Czapski 
August 2014 
 
Dissertation supervised by Dr. Nancy Trun 
 Cold-shock proteins (CSPs) are a family of small nucleic acid-binding proteins.  
In Escherichia coli K12, there are 9 homologous csp genes named A-I.  Aside from 
microarray studies, transcript levels from all nine csp genes have never been assayed 
using the same technique.  The objectives of this study were to determine when these 
genes are expressed, if homologous pairs are expressed the same, how many are cold-
shock inducible, and if there is a ranking of importance for these genes.  To answer these 
questions, I determined csp mRNA expression patterns for all nine csp genes during 
normal growth at 37°C, and after cold-shock, using quantitative real-time PCR.  To 
uncover functional redundancies, deletion mutants were analyzed for their colony-
forming ability after cold-shock, and after exposure to the chromosome decondensing 
agent, camphor.  The results show that mRNA levels for each csp gene change with 
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growth phase, and growth rate, and that homologous pairs are not regulated the same.  
The six most highly expressed csp genes in E. coli K12 at 37°C are cspA, -B, -C, -E, -G, 
and -I.  Transcription of cspA, -B, -G, and –I was induced after a shift to 15°C in defined 
minimal medium.  Of the six quintuple csp deletion mutants that were created, one shows 
the most severe macroscopic phenotypes (TC155, ΔcspABCEG).  TC155 is cold-
sensitive, and camphor-sensitive on both defined rich and defined minimal agar and only 
overexpression of CspC, CspE, CspG, or CspI can rescue the growth of this mutant. 
Taken together, these results indicate that there is some functional redundancy among the 
nine CSPs in E. coli K12, but there is also a ranking of importance for these proteins in 
the cell. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Cold-shock 
 
In Escherichia coli (E. coli) and other mesophilic bacteria, cells shifted from 
37°C to 10°C are said to undergo a cold-shock response that consists of an acclimation 
phase where most cellular processes are shut down except for the transcription and 
translation of a few cold-induced proteins (CIPs) (1).  After temperature downshift, the 
cell must deal with stabilization of nucleic acid structures, changes in membrane fluidity, 
and reduced ribosome function as well as altered function of many other enzymes within 
the cell (1).  Approximately 26 different genes are induced in the cell after cold-shock 
(2).  These cold-induced proteins include those that are involved in transcription and 
translation, DNA replication, recombination, DNA repair, protein folding, and cell 
metabolism (Table 1).  After the acclimation phase, which lasts about four hours in E. 
coli, the cells enter a cold adapted growth phase where synthesis of CIPs is reduced and 
cells resume production of non-cold-induced proteins but at a much lower rate (3).   
Reduced temperatures can cause a change in the secondary structure of mRNA 
which in some cases hinders translation of this mRNA.  As a result, the translation of 
most transcripts in the cell after cold-shock completely stops except for those transcripts 
that become more stable and more accessible to ribosomes such as those for the CIPs 
mentioned above.  Many of these CIPs, including those in the cold-shock protein (CSP) 
family, act as RNA chaperones during the acclimation phase to help the cell deal with 
unfavorable RNA structures (2).   
Another problem that cells must adapt to after a downshift in temperature is the 
change in membrane fluidity.  Active transport and protein secretion are a few of the 
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processes in the cell that require the membrane to remain fluid (4).  The cell maintains 
this fluidity at low temperature by altering its fatty acid composition.  It can alter its fatty 
acid composition by incorporating more unsaturated fatty acids into membrane 
phosopholipids, shortening fatty acid chain length, and by altering fatty acid branching 
(5). 
It has also been found that E. coli upregulates the transcription and translation of 
the genes involved in trehalose synthesis (6).  Trehalose has been shown to function as a 
protectant of cellular components upon temperature downshift.  
 During the acclimation phase, it has been shown that extracts prepared from cells 
that were cold-shocked translate cold-shock mRNA such as cspA more efficiently (~10-
fold higher) than non-cold shock mRNA (2,7,8).  This suggests that the translational 
apparatus changes due to a decrease in temperature.  Researchers have shown that the 
ratio of initiation factors, IF1, IF2 and IF3, to ribosomes increases after a decrease in 
temperature (2,3,9,10).  This is as a result of the increase in transcription of infA, infB and 
infC which correspond to IF1, IF2, and IF3, respectively and their subsequent translation 
in the cold.  Of the three initiation factors, IF3 has shown the most translational bias 
towards cold shock mRNAs with around a ten-fold selectivity of cold shock mRNA 
(cspA, hns) over non cold-shock mRNA (cspD) (2,10).  At least two temperature 
sensitive ribosomal assembly factors have also been identified, RbfA and CsdA (11). 
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Table 1.  Cold-shock inducible genes and their functions in E. coli  
Gene (Protein) Function(s) Reference 
Metabolism   
aceE (AceE) Pyruvate dehydrogenase (decarboxylase) (9) 
aceF (AceF) Pyruvate dehydrogenase 
(dihydrolipoyltransacetylase) 
(9) 
otsA (OtsA) Trehalose phosphate synthase (6) 
otsB (OtsB) Trehalose phosphatase (6) 
RNA/DNA binding   
cspA (CspA) RNA chaperone; transcriptional and translational 
enhancer 
(7,12,13) 
cspB (CspB) RNA binding; predicted DNA/RNA chaperone (9,14) 
cspE (CspE) DNA/RNA binding; RNA chaperone; transcriptional 
antiterminator 
(15-17) 
cspG (CspG) Predicted DNA/RNA chaperone (18) 
cspI (CspI) Predicted DNA/RNA chaperone (19) 
dnaA (DnaA) DNA binding and initiation of replication; 
transcriptional regulator 
(20) 
gyrA (GyrA) DNA binding; rejoining subunit of gyrase (21) 
hns (H-NS) Nucleiod protein; transcriptional repressor; DNA 
supercoiling 
(22,23) 
hupB (HUβ) Nucleiod protein; DNA supercoiling (24,25) 
Protein chaperone   
hscA (Hsc66) DnaK homologue (Hsp70-type protein chaperone) (26) 
hscB (HscB) DnaJ homologue (26) 
Transcription   
nusA (NusA) Transcription elongation/termination/antitermination (9) 
Translation   
infA (IF1) Translation initiation – RNA binding (2) 
infB (IF2) Translation initiation – fMet-tRNA binding (9,27) 
infC (IF3) Translation initiation – initiation site selection (2) 
rbfA (RbfA) Ribosome assembly (28,29) 
tig (Trigger factor)  Ribosome binding; multiple stress protein; protein 
chaperone 
(30) 
yfiA (pY) Translational (A-site) inhibitor (31) 
Nuclease/Degradation   
pnp (PNPase) 
Recombination/Repair 
3’-5’ exonuclease (9,32) 
recA (RecA) Homologous recombination; SOS response (9) 
RNA Helicase   
deaD (DeaD) RNA helicase; ribosome assembly; RNA degradation (33) 
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1.2 The nine CSPs in E. coli K12 
 
E. coli K12 contains nine genes for cold-shock proteins (CSPs), named cspA 
through cspI.  At the amino acid level, these proteins share between 37 and 89% 
similarity and between 24 and 81% identity (Figure 1 and Figure 2).  Based on amino 
acid sequence, the nine CSPs group into pairs; A and B, C and E, F and H, G and I, and, 
in a class by itself, D.  CspA and CspB are 80% identical and 89% similar to each other.  
CspG and CspI are 79% identical and 89% similar to each other at the amino acid level.  
CspC and CspE are 83% identical and 87% similar.  CspF and CspH are 77% identical 
and 87% similar.  CspD is the least similar to all the other Csp proteins but is most like 
CspE with 46% identity and 67% similarity.   
Although these proteins are similar in amino acid sequence and structure, it has 
been suggested that they have different regulation patterns.  Four of them (CspA, -B, -G, 
and I) are induced by cold-shock (19,34).  CspC and CspE are expressed constitutively 
and CspD is induced by nutritional starvation (35,36).  The regulation patterns of the two 
remaining genes (cspF and cspH) remain unknown. 
Transcription and translation of these genes is controlled by a variety of different 
cis- and trans-acting elements (Figure 3).  For the trans-acting elements, binding sites for 
several transcription factors have been determined or predicted for cspA, -D, -E, -G, -H 
and –I.  Genome locations for both predicted and experimentally determined transcription 
factors binding sites are listed in Table 2.  Binding sites for the transcriptional activator 
CRP (cAMP receptor protein) have been experimentally determined for cspD and cspE 
and predicted for cspG and cspH (37-39).  cspD and cspE also have experimentally 
determined transcription factor binding sites for repressors that are part of toxin/antitoxin 
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systems (MqsA for cspD; DinJ for cspE) (40,41).  cspA has an experimentally determined 
binding site and cspE has a predicted binding site for the transcriptional repressor FNR, 
which is a regulator of fumarate and nitrate reduction and a moderator of the change from 
aerobic to anaerobic growth (42).  MetJ, a transcriptional repressor of genes involved in 
the biosynthesis of methionine, was shown to bind and inhibit transcription of cspA (43).  
A predicted binding site for MetJ was found in the DNA sequence of cspG (39). 
One cis-acting element that has been shown to be involved in post-transcriptional 
regulation of these genes is the length of the 5’ untranslated regions (5’UTRs).  The csp 
genes that have been reported to be induced after cold-shock have long 5’UTRs (cspA, 
159 bases from known σ70 promoter; cspB, 161 bases from known σ70 promoter; cspG, 
156 bases from known σ70 promoter; cspI, 145 bases from known σ70 promoter) and those 
that have been previously characterized to be constitutively expressed have shorter 
5’UTRs (cspC, 74 bases from predicted σ70 promoter; cspE, 43 bases from known σ70 
promoter) (Figure 3) (12,18,19,44,45).  The 5’ UTR of cspD is intermediate in length at 
86 bases transcribed from a known σ70 promoter (35).  cspF has two predicted σ70 
promoters which result in 5’ UTR lengths of 90 and 165 bps (44).  The DNA sequence of 
cspH is unique in that a total of seven predicted promoters have been located (two σ70 
promoters, 103 and 155 bases; two σ32 promoters 30 and 109 bases; three σ24 promoters, 
129, 132, and 198 bases) (44). 
The four csp genes (A, B, G, and I) with long-leaders share three common features 
that are proposed to aid in cold-shock induction (Figure 3).  The first is an AT-rich region 
called the UP element located upstream of the -35 region.  This region has been shown to 
play a role in increasing transcription of cspA at low and high temperatures (46).  The 
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second common feature is located downstream of the promoter and is called the cold box 
(CB).  The cold box is proposed to be involved in autoregulation of cspA expression (47).  
The third common feature between these four genes, called the downstream box (DB), is 
located downstream of the translation initiation codon and has been shown to play a role 
in the cold-shock induction of translation for these genes (46).  
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Figure 1. Percent identity and similarity between CSP proteins of E. coli K12.   
Percent identity (A) and similarity (B) determined using the Protein Identity and 
Similarity Monitor function in moe2012.10.  
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Figure 2.  Amino acid sequence alignment of the nine CSPs in E. coli K12.   
The alignment of the primary amino acid sequences of the nine CSPs in E. coli K12 was generated using ClustalW with default 
settings.  Amino acid residues were shaded using moe2012.10 to indicate percent amino acid similarity at that amino acid 
position between the nine CSP homologues as in Fig. 1.  Dark blue residues represent 100% similarity, lighter blue residues 
represent between 70 – 90 % similarity, white or no shade represents between 50 and 70 % similarity and red represents below 
50% similarity between amino acid residues in that position.  The lines above the sequences indicate the location of the β-
strands that have been determined by X-ray crystallography of CspA (48).   
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Figure 3.  Locations of known and predicted promoters and elements for the nine 
csp genes in E. coli K12.   
Black solid lines indicate the DNA sequence from 200 bp upstream of the gene to the 
start of the gene (in the figure 1 is the A of the ATG start codon).  Not all csp genes have 
a known mRNA start site (+1).  Known promoters are outlined in solid black; predicted 
promoters are outlined in dotted lines.  σ70 promoters (housekeeping sigma factor) are 
colored yellow, σ24 promoters (the extracytoplasmic/extreme heat stress sigma factor) are 
colored dark pink, and σ32 promoters (heat shock sigma factor) are colored orange.  UP, 
Upstream element; CB, cold box; DB, downstream box; MetJ, repressor of genes 
involved in the biosynthesis of methionine; CRP, cAMP Receptor Protein; FNR, 
repressor of genes involved in adaptation from aerobic to anaerobic growth; DinJ, 
repressor of general stress response.  See text for more details.   
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Table 2.  Genome position of known and predicted promoters and transcription 
factor binding sites for the nine csp genes in E. coli K12 
Transcription 
Factor 
Type Evidence 
Genome 
Position 
Distance 
from 
start of 
gene 
Reference 
cspA      
Ap1 +1 σ70 Experimental 3717912 159 (12,45) 
MetJ Repressor Experimental 3717926 146 (43) 
Ap2 +1 σ70 Experimental 3717963 109 (12,45) 
FNR Repressor Experimental ND ND (42) 
cspB      
Bp +1 σ70 Experimental 1639739 161 (19,49)} 
cspC      
Cp8 +1 σ70 Predicted  
5.01 high 
1905533 74 (44) 
cspD      
Dp +1 σ70 Experimental 921899 86 (35) 
MqsA Repressor Experimental L- 921790 
R- 921807 
-15.5 (40) 
MqsA Repressor Experimental L- 922023 
R- 922040 
218.5 (40) 
CRP Activator Experimental L-921891 
R-921912 
83.5 (37) 
CRP Activator Experimental L- 921862 
R-921883 
112.5 (37) 
cspE      
Ep1 +1 σ70 Predicted 656370 145 (50) 
DinJ Repressor Experimental L- 656319 
R- 656334 
188 (41) 
Ep2 +1 σ70 Experimental 656473 43 (50) 
CRP Activator Experimental L- 656401 
R- 656422 
103.5 (38) 
FNR Repressor Predicted L- 656422 
R-656444 
71 (39) 
FNR Repressor Predicted L- 656423 
R- 656446 
92 (39) 
cspF      
Fp7 +1 σ70 Predicted  
4.32 high 
1639714 165 (44) 
Fp6 +1 σ70 Predicted 
4.22 high  
1639789 90 (44) 
cspG      
Gp +1 σ70 Experimental 1050528 156 (18,49) 
CRP Activator Predicted L- 150508 
R- 1050534 
163 (39) 
MetJ Repressor Predicted L-1050461 
R- 1050487 
115 (39) 
FNR Repressor Predicted L- 1050510 
R- 1050532 
160 (39) 
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cspH      
Hp8 +1 σ32 Predicted 
3.74 poor  
1050428 30 (44) 
Hp10 +1 σ70 Predicted 
3.94 good  
1050501 103 (44) 
Hp12 +1 σ32 Predicted 
4.25 good  
1050507 109 (44) 
Hp14 +1 σ24 Predicted 
5.57 good  
1050527 129 (44) 
Hp15 +1 σ24 Predicted 
7.08 high  
1050530 132 (44) 
Hp9 +1 σ70 Predicted 
3.84 good  
1050553 155 (44) 
Hp13 +1 σ24 Predicted 
4.72 good  
1050596 198 (44) 
CRP Activator Predicted L- 1050508 
R- 1050534 
123 (39) 
cspI      
Ip1 +1 σ70 Experimental 1636836 145 (19) 
FIS Repressor Experimental Multiple  (51) 
Ap1 is promoter 1 for cspA, Bp is the promoter for cspB etc.; sigma 70 homology score poor, 1.33 – 3.19; 
good, 3.20 – 3.99; high 4.00 – 6.73; sigma 32 homology score poor, 1.86 – 4.09; good, 4.10 – 5.49; high, 
5.50 – 10.95; sigma 24 homology score poor, -3.81 – 2.39; good, 2.40 – 5.89; high, 5.90 – 9.70; ND, not 
determined; MetJ – repressor of genes involved in the biosynthesis of methionine; FNR –regulator of 
fumarate and nitrate reduction; MqsA - belongs to the toxin/antitoxin system MqsR-MqsA, which controls 
biofilm formation and triggers programmed cell death; CRP – cAMP receptor protein, transcriptional dual 
regulator of genes involved in catabolism of secondary carbon sources; DinJ - antitoxin of YafQ toxin, 
influences the RpoS-regulated general stress response by repressing transcription of cspE; FIS – factor for 
inversion stimulation, involved in organization and maintenance of nucleoid structure. 
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1.3 CSPs in Bacillus subtilis 
 
 Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis) contains three csp genes named cspB-cspD which are 
all detectable at 37°C and are important for growth after cold-shock (52,53).  CspB and 
CspC are induced following entry into stationary phase (54).  cspB, cspC, and cspD are 
located at 75°, 45° and  200°, respectively, on the B. subtilis chromosome (53).  Both 
cspB and cspC have long 5’ UTRs at 119 and 110 bases, respectively, as determined by 
primer extension.  cspD has only a 46 base long 5’UTR.  All three genes have predicted 
σ70 promoters.  Replacement of the promoter of cspB with a non-cold shock promoter did 
not result in a decrease of CspB after cold-shock, which indicates that the cold-shock 
induction of CspB is not regulated at the transcriptional level (53). 
In addition to post-transcriptional regulation, the levels of CSPs in B. subtilis has 
been shown to be regulated by protein stability.  Pulse-chase experiments in vivo revealed 
that CspB and CspD are stable in minimal medium at 37°C during logarithmic growth 
with approximate half-lives of at least 120 min.  CspC has a shorter half-life of 75 min 
under these conditions (55).  All three proteins become more stable after temperature 
downshift.  It has been shown that proteolytic susceptibility of CSPs in B. subtilis is 
reduced 10-fold when the CSPs are bound to ssDNA in vitro (55). 
The amino acid sequences of all three genes show a high degree of amino acid 
identity (78% identity between CspB and CspD; 71% identity between CspB and CspC).  
All three proteins have very acidic pIs (CspB, 4.3; CspC, 4.5; CspD, 4.3) and are around 
the same size (7.4, 7.2, and 7.4 kDa, respectively) (53).  The percent amino acid 
similarity between B. subtilis CSPs and E. coli CSPs is presented in Table 3.  BsCspB is 
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most similar to EcCspC and EcCspE, BsCspC is most similar to EcCspA and BsCspD 
most similar to EcCspA and EcCspE. 
The crystal structure of BsCspB has been determined by 2D-NMR and X-ray 
crystallography and like EcCspA, BsCspB forms an antiparallel five-stranded β-barrel 
structure that is very similar to the OB (oligonucleotide and oligosaccharide binding) fold 
motif (Figure 4) (48,56,57).  Two of the β-strands contain the RNA binding motifs RNP-
1 and RNP-2, which contain aromatic and basic amino acid residues that have been 
shown to be involved in nucleotide binding.  It has been found to exist as a dimer under 
some solution conditions and in the crystal structure (58).  The dimer is formed from the 
interaction between the β4 strands. 
Deletion studies on the three csp genes in B. subtilis have revealed that single or 
double deletions result in an increase in protein production of the remaining CSPs but a 
triple deletion is lethal to the cell (53).  The triple deletion could only be constructed in 
the presence of an induced csp gene on a plasmid vector.  Different combinations of csp 
double deletions had varying degrees of growth defects and cell lysis with deletion of 
cspB having the most severe effects.  This indicates that CspB in B. subtilis may be the 
preferred CSP protein for cell growth (53).  Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis on the 
cspB null mutant strain revealed higher levels of both CspC and CspD after cold-shock, 
as well as altered expression of 15 other cold-induced proteins.  The authors suggest that 
CspB is a modulator of the cold-shock response in B. subtilis as it is induced under cold-
shock and not under other stresses such as heat or salt (52).  Growth studies on deletion 
mutants revealed that CspC is more crucial at 15°C whereas CspD is more crucial at 
37°C (53). 
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Table 3.  Percent amino acid similarity between B. subtilis CSPs and E. coli CSPs. 
 
 BsCspB BsCspC BsCspD 
EcCspA 63% 72% 62% 
EcCspB 62% 65% 58% 
EcCspC 67% 60% 59% 
EcCspD 48% 56% 51% 
EcCspE 68% 65% 61% 
EcCspF 38% 38% 35% 
EcCspG 60% 66% 58% 
EcCspH 43% 41% 40% 
EcCspI 60% 61% 56% 
 
Gel retardation assays have shown that BsCspB binds to single-stranded 
oligonucleotide sequences with the Y-box motif ATTGG and its complementary 
sequence CCAAT (59).  Complete retardation required 3 molar excess of BsCspB to bind 
to the sequence ATTGG and 5 molar excess of BsCspB to bind to the sequence CCAAT.  
BsCspB was also found to bind to sequences without the Y-box motif, but 9 molar excess 
of the protein was needed for binding (59).  Subsequent gel retardation experiments 
revealed that CspB, CspC and CspD bind better to cold-box sequences 
(AATTATTTTTGTTCG) like those found in the long 5’UTRs of cspB and cspC than to 
Y-box motifs (4-fold higher) (53).  All three CSPs in B. subtilis can bind to ssDNA and 
RNA but the binding to RNA occurs with lower affinity.  Lopez and Makhatadze (60) 
further tested the DNA binding capabilities of CspB and found that CspB binds 
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preferentially to polypyrimidine ssDNA.  They determined that CspB shows the highest 
binding affinity to oligonucleotides with 6-7 T bases and that binding occurs through the 
bases when at least three T bases are in the binding site much like CspE in E. coli (61).  
Because of their nucleotide binding properties, it has been suggested that the function for 
these proteins in the cell is to act as RNA chaperones that prevent the formation of 
secondary structures and, thus, help to couple transcription to translation (53,61). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.  Overlay of the 3D structure of CspB from Bacillus subtilis.   
(A) Side view of CspB X-ray crystal structure without DNA (green; PDB code 1CSP 
(58)) and CspB X-ray crystal structure with DNA (blue, dT6 ssDNA colored in orange; 
PDB code (2ES2 (62)).  The tryptophan residue (Trp) that changes conformation when 
DNA is bound is colored in green in the unbound structure and light blue in the bound 
structure.  (B) Bottom view of the β-barrel structure of CspB.  Models were generated in 
moe2012.10. 
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1.4 Structure of CSPs in E. coli  
 
The only CSP in E. coli to have a solved crystal (PDB CODE: 1MJC) and NMR 
structure (PDB CODE: 3MEF) is CspA (48,57).  Like CspB from B. subtilis, the structure 
of CspA is arranged in a typical β-barrel with five antiparallel β-strands (48,57,58).  The 
five β-strands adopt a structure called an OB (oligonucleotide binding) fold (Figure 5).  
Two well-conserved motifs, RNP-1 and RNP-2, located on the β-2 and β-3 strands, 
respectively, are involved in nucleic acid binding (12).  The basic and aromatic residues 
within RNP-1 (KGFGF) and RNP-2 (VFVHF) form a nucleic acid-binding surface (63).  
CspA has been shown to exist as a monomer in solution and this is likely because 
of its extended N-terminal sequence (Figure 2).  CspD and CspE have been shown to 
form dimers in solution and it is likely that CspC does also, based on its N-terminal 
amino acid sequence similarity to CspD and CspE (17,35).  CspB, -F, -G, -H, and –I are 
predicted to form monomers in solution because of their N-terminal amino acid sequence 
(64). 
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Figure 5.  Superposition of the determined structures of CspA from E. coli by both 
NMR (blue; PDB code 3MEF (57)) and X-ray crystal (purple; PDB code 1MJC 
(48)).   
The five β-strands that make up the β-barrel are labeled in white.  Nucleic acid binding 
motifs RNP-1 and RNP-2 are located on the β-2 and β-3 strands.  Models were generated 
in moe2012.10. 
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1.5 CSPs in other bacteria 
 
 CSPs have been found in over 72% of bacterial genomes sequenced including 
some of the earliest diverging bacteria Aquifex and Thermatoga (65,66).  They are found 
in both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria that have a variety of different 
lifestyles, including psychrotrophiles, mesophiles, thermophiles and hyperthermophiles 
(Table 4).  The number of CSPs in each species ranges from one to twelve with majority 
of species having families of three to nine (64).  There are a few phyla of bacteria that are 
completely or mostly devoid of CSPs, including Chlamydiae and Cyanobacteria, 
respectively.  Some noteworthy pathogens without CSPs include Helicobacter pylori and 
Mycoplasma sp. (64,67). 
 Induction of CSPs is not exclusive to downshifts in temperature.  They are 
produced in response to normal growth, osmotic and oxidative stress, antibiotics, nutrient 
deprivation and toxic chemicals (35,68-71).  A summary of recent publications on CSPs 
in other bacteria and their induction patterns is presented in Table 4.  While many 
bacteria have DNA sequences for potential csp genes, Table 4 indicates which genes have 
been experimentally tested for induction under a specific condition. 
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Table 4.  Number and induction of CSPs from recent studies of different bacterial 
species.  
Name Lifestyle/Disease # 
CSPs 
Induction Reference 
Bordetella 
bronchiseptica 
 
mesophile/respiratory 
infections 
5 A – cold-shock, 
heat-shock 
B – cold-shock, 
translation 
inhibitors 
C – cold-shock, 
translation 
inhibitors, 
stationary  
D and E – not cold-
shock 
(72) 
Caulobacter 
crescentus 
mesophile 4 A – cold-shock  
B – cold-shock 
C - stationary 
D – stationary  
(73,74) 
Clostridium botulinum 
ATCC 3502 
mesophile/botulism 3 A –cold-shock 
B – cold-shock 
C – cold-shock and 
37°C 
(75) 
Lactobacillus 
plantarum 
mesophile 3 L – cold-shock 
P – lag, freezing 
C -stationary 
(69,76,77) 
Listeria 
monocytogenes 
psychophile/foodborne 
illness 
3 A – cold-shock, 
osmotic stress 
B – cold-shock 
D – cold-shock, 
osmotic stress  
(71,78,79) 
Rickettsia rickettsii mesophile/spotted 
mountain fever 
1 Csp – cold-shock (80,81) 
Salmonella enterica 
serovar Typhimurium 
mesophile/foodborne 
illness 
6 A – cold-shock 
B – cold-shock 
C - ND  
D - ND  
E - ND 
H – cold-shock, 
nutrient up-shift 
(82-86) 
Staphylococcus aureus mesophile/skin 
infections, respiratory 
disease 
3 A – 37°C 
B – cold-shock 
C – antibiotics, 
H2O2, arsenate salt 
(68,87) 
Thermoanaerobacter 
tengcongensis 
thermophile 1 ttecspC – 
optimum, cold-
shock 
(88) 
Thermus thermophiles thermophile 2 ttcsp1 – 
constitutive 
ttcsp2 – cold-
shock 
(89,90) 
ND, not determined 
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1.6 Regulation and function of the nine CSPs in E. coli K12 
 
Several labs have studied the regulation patterns of one or more of the csp genes 
in E. coli.  The majority of csp research has focused on cspA since it was the first to be 
discovered.  Table 5 lists a review of all that is known about transcriptional, post-
transcriptional and translational regulation for the nine csp genes in E. coli.  There is 
controversy over some of the reported regulation of cspA and thus the table contains 
information that is contradictory.  The regulation of each gene is discussed below. 
Table 5.  Transcriptional, post-transcriptional, and translational regulation of the 
csp genes in E. coli K12.   
Gene Regulation 
cspA Transcriptional 
Confirmed σ70 promoter (12,45,91) 
No mRNA detected at 37°C but clearly detectable after cold-shock – Primer 
extension (45,92) 
mRNA clearly detectable until mid-to-late exponential phase at 37°C – 
Northern Blot (93) 
Natural promoter not required for cold-shock response (7,91) 
Expression is induced after nutritional up-shift but mRNA can be detected in 
all stages of growth – qRT-PCR (94) 
AT-rich region upstream of promoter functions as UP element - Deletion 
analysis with lacZ fusion (8,46)  
11 base cold box sequence at the 5’end of 5’UTR where repressor could bind 
to block transcription -5’UTR fragment analysis by overexpression (95) 
Transcriptional activators – FIS (93) 
Transcriptional repressors – CspE (36), H-NS (93), MetJ (43), FNR (42) 
Post-Transcriptional 
159 bp long 5’UTR (45) 
Increased stability of mRNA after cold-shock (37°C – 10 s; 15°C 10 min) 
(7,8,91)  
Deletion of cspA 5’UTR results in increased expression at 37°C (46) 
Overexpression of 5’UTR in trans suggests may be mRNA stabilizer (96) 
5’UTR changes secondary structure in the cold resulting in more efficient 
translation (97) 
Changes in cspA mRNA-degrading machinery after cold-shock - PNPase 
(98,99), DeaD RNA helicase (98), RNase E recognition elements (91,100) 
CspA may bind and destabilize the structure of cspA mRNA (10,47) 
Translational 
CspA protein hardly detectable at 37°C – 2D gel electrophoresis (12) 
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CspA detectable during early exponential growth at 37°C and after nutritional 
up-shift – Western blot (7) 
CspA t1/2 > 2 hr – Western blot (94) 
Cold-shock induces CspA production to 10% of total cellular protein - 2-D gel 
electrophoresis (12)   
Extent of cold-shock induction is growth phase dependent (Below A620 = 0.6, 
< 5-fold increase; A620 = 2, 30-fold increase) – Western blot (2,93) 
Downstream box plays role in efficient translation after cold-shock by base 
pairing to 16S rRNA  – 2D gel electrophoresis, translational lacZ fusion 
(34,46) 
Increased translation of cspA mRNA in the cold is not due to base pairing of 
the downstream box with 16S rRNA - mutagenesis, chemical probing 
(101,102)  
Low density cultures translate cspA mRNA more efficiently than high density 
cultures - cell-free extracts (94)  
Changes in initiation factor/ribosome ratio can determine extent of CspA 
translation – Western blotting (2,10) 
Translational selectivity of cold-shock ribosomes for cspA mRNA 
(7,8,10,103) 
cspB Transcriptional 
σ70 promoter (92) 
UP element based on similarity in sequence to cspA (46)  
mRNA barely detectable at 37°C, induced at 20°C - primer extension (92)  
Cold box in 5’UTR where repressor could bind to block transcription - 
overexpression of 5’UTR (104,105)  
Post-transcriptional 
161 bp long 5’UTR - primer extension (19,92)  
Translational 
17-fold induction after cold-shock – translational lacZ fusion (106) 
Downstream box for efficient translation in cold - translational fusions 
(46,107) 
cspC Transcriptional 
Predicted σ70 promoter (108) 
mRNA detectable under cold-shock in deletion mutant ΔcspABEG (15) 
Post-Transcriptional 
74 bp 5’UTR predicted (108) 
Translational 
Constitutive production at 37°C, unchanged after cold-shock - translational 
lacZ fusion (106,109) 
No downstream box for efficient translation in cold but can be induced under 
cold-shock in deletion mutant ΔcspABEG (15) 
cspD Transcriptional 
σ70 promoter - primer extension (35) 
Stationary phase induction - transcriptional lacZ fusion, primer extension (35) 
Transcriptional activators – CRP (37) 
Transcriptional repressor – MqsA (40) 
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Post-Transcriptional 
86 bp 5’UTR- primer extension (35) 
Translational 
Stationary phase induction - translational lacZ fusion (35) 
Expression inversely dependent on growth rates and induced upon glucose 
starvation - translational lacZ fusion (35) 
Production suppressed under cold-shock (35) 
Overproduction is lethal (15) 
Degraded by Lon protease (110) 
cspE Transcriptional 
σ70 promoter (50,108) 
mRNA detectable in wild-type after cold-shock - primer extension (15)  
3-fold increase after 10 min cold-shock – Northern Blot (50) 
Increased mRNA half-life after cold-shock (15°C t1/2 =  40 ± 5.9 min; 37°C t1/2 
=  8.6 ± 0.3 min ) - Northern blot (50) 
Transcriptional activators – CRP (38) 
Transcriptional repressor - DinJ (41), FNR (39) 
Post-Transcriptional 
43 bp short 5’UTR that can form secondary structures - primer extension (50)  
RNase E regulates transcript stability - Northern blot- SD mutagenesis (50)  
Translational 
Not cold-shock inducible - 2-D gel electrophoresis (92) 
Slight increase in CspE after 5 hr cold-shock in wild-type - 2D gel 
electrophoresis (15) 
3-fold induction after 60 min cold-shock -  Western Blot (50) 
Constitutive expression at 37°C in LB – translational lacZ fusion (36) 
No downstream box but ΔcspABG deletion shows increased expression of 
CspE after cold shock- 2D gel electrophoresis (15) 
cspF Transcriptional 
Two predicted σ70 promoters (44) 
Upregulated transcriptional response to urea – microarray (111) 
Post-Transcriptional 
Predicted promoter distance from start of gene: 90, 165 bp (44) 
Translational 
Unknown 
cspG Transcriptional 
σ70 promoter - primer extension (18) 
mRNA barely detectable in log phase at 37°C – transcriptional fusion, 
Northern blot (18) 
UP element based on similarity of sequence to cspA (46) 
mRNA detected after shift to 15°C – transcriptional lacZ fusion, Northern 
blot, primer extension (18) 
Predicted cold box based on similarity of 5’ UTR sequence to cspA (19) 
Transcriptional activators – CRP predicted (39) 
Transcriptional repressors –FNR predicted (39), MetJ predicted (39) 
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Post-Transcriptional 
156 bp long 5’UTR – primer extension (18) 
Translational 
Downstream box for efficient translation in cold based on sequence similarity 
to cspA (46) 
cspH Transcriptional 
Seven predicted promoters – two σ70 promoters, two σ32  promoters, three σ24 
promoters (44) 
Upregulated transcriptional response to urea – microarray (111) 
Transcriptional activator –CRP predicted (39) 
Translational 
Unknown 
cspI Transcriptional 
σ70 promoter (19) 
UP-element based on sequence similarity to cspA (19,46) 
mRNA hardly detectable in mid-log phase in LB at 37°C – transcriptional lacZ 
fusion (19) 
5-fold increase after 4 hr cold-shock – transcriptional lacZ fusion (19) 
mRNA detectable 0.5 hr after temperature downshift to 15°C, returned to 
basal level after 3 hrs – primer extension (19) 
mRNA not induced during stationary phase – primer extension (19) 
cold box sequence where repressor can bind to block transcription - 
overexpression of 5’UTR  (19,95) 
Transcriptional repressor – FIS (51) 
Post-Transcriptional 
145 bp long 5’UTR – primer extension (19)  
5’UTR does not show high similarity to cspA, cspB, cspG (19) 
Increased stability of mRNA after cold-shock (30 s half-life at 37°C; 14 min 
after 1 hr at 15°C)  – primer extension (19) 
Deletion of cspI 5’UTR results in increased expression at 37°C (19) 
Translational 
Protein hardly detectable at 37°C in mid-log phase in LB – translational lacZ 
fusion (19) 
Protein not detected at 37°C – 2D gel electrophoresis (19) 
3-fold increase after 4 hrs cold-shock - translational lacZ fusion (19)  
Protein detected after shift to 15°C for 30 min at mid-log phase – 2-D gel 
electrophoresis (19)  
2-fold higher expression from cspI-lacZ translational fusion than cspA-lacZ 
translational fusion after cold-shock (19) 
Downstream box based on similarity of sequence to cspA (19,46)  
Reports with contradictory results are colored in red.   
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Figure 6.  Map locations of the nine csp genes in E. coli K12.   
Based on amino acid sequence, the nine CSPs group into pairs; A and B (light blue), C 
and E (green), F and H (purple), G and I (dark blue), and, in a class by itself, D (orange).  
Numbers represent map positions in minutes.   
 
1.6.1 CspA 
 
 The first CSP to be discovered was CspA and it was originally called CS7.4 (12).  
It is located at 80.1 minutes on the E. coli chromosome (Figure 6) and encodes a 7.4 kDa 
protein with an isoelectric point (pI) of 5.58 (112).  It is most like CspB with 80% 
identity at the amino acid level (Figure 1).  The DNA sequence of cspA was first 
determined using a restriction map and sequence strategy.  At that time, two σ70 binding 
sites were predicted based on similarity to the consensus sequence (12).  Primer extension 
experiments confirmed the location of one of the σ70 promoters and revealed two possible 
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transcription initiation sites (45).  The major transcription initiation site resulted in a 
transcript with a 159 base long 5’UTR.  Tanabe et al. (45) detected cspA mRNA at 15°C 
for up to 60 min but could not detect this mRNA at 37°C.  This report conflicts with a 
report by Brandi et al. (7) that has shown that cspA mRNA is clearly detectable at 37°C 
until mid-to-late exponential phase.  The difference between the two studies is that the 
former used primer extension to detect the mRNA and the latter used Northern blotting.  
A later study by Brandi and Pon (94) has shown using qRT-PCR that cspA mRNA 
expression is induced after nutritional up-shift at 37°C.  They were able to detect cspA 
mRNA during all stages of growth.  
 Two labs performed deletion analyses on the cspA gene and upstream promoter 
region in order to determine which regions contribute to regulation of this gene and its 
product (8,46).  Mitta et al. (46) created a series of cspA-lacZ transcriptional fusions with 
parts of the upstream region of the cspA promoter deleted.  They discovered an AT-rich 
region, or UP element, located upstream of the -35 region which they propose is 
important for transcription at 37°C and 15°C (Figure 7).  Similarly, Goldenberg et al. (8) 
took cspA promoter fragments and fused them to lacZ or cat genes to create 
transcriptional fusions.  They found that removal of the AT-rich region upstream of the 
promoter resulted in marked reduction (~2-fold) in β-galactosidase activity, consistent 
with previous results.  Both Brandi et al. (7) and Fang et al. (91) have found that the 
natural promoter of cspA is not required for the cold-shock response, which they suggest 
indicates that it is the structure of the 5’UTR that causes the increase in translation of 
CspA after cold-shock and not a factor that binds to this region.  Further evidence for this 
comes from an experiment where the first 80 bases of the 5’UTR of cspA mRNA were 
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deleted, resulting in a transcript that was more stable than wild-type cspA mRNA at high 
and low temperature (7).  Complete deletion of the 5’UTR of cspA has been reported to 
result in constitutive expression at 37°C and placing the 5’UTR of cspA in front of the cat 
gene causes the mRNA to become unstable with a half-life of < 30 sec (91,93).   
 
 
 
Figure 7.  Schematic of the features of the noncoding and coding regions around 
cspA, -B, -G and -I genes in E. coli K12.   
Selected nucleotide sequences of the other cold inducible csp genes with long 5’ UTRs 
are shown below the sequence for cspA.  Nucleotides identical to cspA are shown in red.  
UP represents the UP element which has been suggested to serve as a recognition site for 
the α-subunit of RNA polymerase (8).  The cold box region downstream of the promoter 
has been shown to negatively regulate transcription of cspA (105).  SD represents the 
Shine-Delgarno or ribosome binding sequence. The downstream box (DB) is located 
twelve bases from the translation start site (ATG) and has been found to increase 
translation efficiency (46).   
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By overexpressing the 5’UTR of cspA mRNA, Jiang et al. (95) located an 11 base 
“cold box” sequence at the 5’ end of the 5’UTR where they proposed a repressor could 
bind to decrease transcription (Figure 7).  Lim et al. (113) were unable to reproduce these 
results, however.  The researchers from the first study published a follow up study where 
they deleted different parts of the “cold box” region and found that the region forms a 
stem-loop that stabilizes the mRNA and causes derepression of cspA transcription upon 
overexpression (96).   
Under non-stress conditions, transcription of cspA mRNA has also been found to 
be stimulated by Fis and inhibited by H-NS (93).  In a cspE null mutant, cspA mRNA 
was upregulated five-fold with no increase in cspA mRNA stability, indicating that CspE 
negatively regulates the transcription of cspA.  CspA protein in the ΔcspE mutant 
increased 4-fold (36).  Further evidence for this was found in a microarray where CspE 
was overproduced and cspA mRNA was reduced ~10-fold (114). 
 Several post-transcriptional controls have been identified in cspA mRNA that 
allow for it to be more efficiently translated in the cold.  As discussed above, it has an 
unusual 159 bp long 5’UTR that has been found to increase mRNA stability at 15°C but 
decrease stability at 37°C with approximate half-lives of over 60 min and 10 sec, 
respectively (7,8,45,91).  Changes in the secondary structure of the 5’UTR of cspA 
mRNA after cold-shock have been found to make the translation initiation region (TIR) 
more accessible to ribosomes.  At 37°C, the TIR is found in a double stranded region that 
is less accessible to ribosomes (97).  Three to four hours after cold-shock, cells reach the 
acclimation phase where surplus cspA mRNA is degraded by cold-shock induced 
nucleases to prevent further translation of the message into protein (91,98).  PNPase 
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(Polynucleotide Phosphorylase) has been shown to degrade cspA mRNA after cold 
acclimation and potential recognition elements for RNase E have been identified in the 
3’UTR of cspA (99,100).   
 Initial studies using two dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis failed to detect 
CspA protein at 37°C (12).  Subsequent studies by a different lab using Western blotting 
found CspA protein to be detectable during early exponential growth at 37°C (7).  Both 
research groups found an induction of this protein after cold-shock but the extent of 
induction differed.  Goldstein et al. (12) found that CspA production reaches more than 
10% of total cellular protein synthesis after cold-shock using 2D-gel electrophoresis.  
Using Western blotting, Brandi et al. (93) determined that cold-shock induction of CspA 
is growth phase dependent with maximum induction (30-fold) seen in cells cold-shocked 
during mid to late exponential phase.  In early exponential phase, cold-shock induction is 
no more than three-fold for CspA.   
 Several hypotheses have been suggested for translational controls that are 
involved in the induction of CspA during cold-shock.  One hypothesis is that there is a 
sequence in cspA mRNA 12 bases downstream of the initiation codon called the 
downstream box (DB) that can base pair with 16S rRNA of the ribosome to allow for 
more efficient translation (Figure 7) (34,46).  There was some initial evidence for this 
hypothesis using mutagenesis to alter the complementarity between the sequences (46).  
Several other labs have demonstrated using mutagenesis and chemical probing that DB-
antiDB base pairing does not occur and the sequence is statistically not relevant 
(101,102). 
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 It has been shown that the cold-shock translational apparatus translates cold-shock 
mRNA more efficiently than non-cold shock mRNA (see section 1.1 on cold-shock for 
more information) (7,8,10,103).  They have proposed that this translational bias stems 
from the presence of cis-and trans-acting elements.  The cis-acting elements are 
structural properties of the mRNA itself that result in increased translation in the cold.  
These elements result from secondary and tertiary structures formed within the 5’UTR of 
some cold-shocked mRNAs such as cspA (10,97).   The trans-acting elements include 
changes in the initiation factor/ribosome ratio as well as other mRNA binding proteins 
that can stimulate translation in the cold such as CspA (7,10).   
 A CspA null mutant shows no discernible phenotypes but CspB, CspE and CspG 
are overproduced after cold-shock in this strain (47).  This suggests that the other CSPs 
can at least partially substitute for each other.  It is also possible that the function of CspA 
is not essential under laboratory conditions.  Overexpression of CspA has no effect on the 
growth of the cell (115).   
  
CspA Functions in the cell 
Many functions have been proposed for CspA in the cell.  CspA exists as a 
monomer in solution (48,57).  It has been found to bind to single-stranded RNA and 
prevent the formation of secondary structures so that the RNA can be more efficiently 
translated (7,13).  It has also been shown to bind to ssRNA and make it more susceptible 
to degradation by RNases.  It can act as a transcription antiterminator in vitro and in vivo 
(116).  It has been estimated that there are approximately 800,000 – 1,000,000 CspA 
molecules/cell upon cold-shock (13,99).  Fluorescent microscopy of CspA fused to GFP 
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revealed that CspA is mainly found at the cell poles (117).  When expressed from a high 
copy plasmid, cspA has been found to partially confer resistance to the chromosome 
decondensing agent, camphor (118). 
CspA is a transcriptional activator of two other cold-shock induced genes, hns and 
gyrA (21,22,119).  CspA’s role as a transcriptional activator of hns was determined using 
affinity chromotagraphy of matrix-bound hns promoter.  The hns promoter contains a Y-
box binding sequence CCAAT/GGTTA which was originally thought to be the 
preferential binding sequence for CspA (21).  Mutagenesis of this sequence in the hns 
promoter did not result in an appreciable decrease in transcriptional activation, however 
(120).  CspA was shown to bind to the promoter of gyrA using electromobility shift 
assays (EMSA).  CspA bound to the sequence ATTGG in the gyrA promoter, which is 
the complement of CCAAT (21). 
CspA has been found to activate in vitro translation of many cold-shock genes at 
15°C including hns and cspA (10).  The mechanism by which CspA stimulates translation 
of these genes is most likely by binding to RNA and preventing the formation of 
structures that would hinder translation, which is consistent with many of the proposed 
functions described above.   
Several labs have examined the binding specificity of CspA to RNA and ssDNA 
(13,60).  One study found that CspA binds to RNA or ssDNA in vitro with no apparent 
sequence specificity (13).  Using tryptophan fluorescence, isothermal calorimetry, and 
gel shift assays, Lopez and Makhatadze (60) found that CspA binds preferentially to 
polypyrimidine ssDNA sequences.  Unlike CspB from B. subtilis, which binds with 
higher affinity to T-based templates, CspA from E. coli binds to T-, C-, and U-based 
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templates with similar affinities indicating that it has less sequence specificity than 
BsCspB.   
 
1.6.2 CspB 
 
 The cspB gene was initially identified through Southern blot analysis using the 
cspA gene as a probe.  It is located at 35.3 minutes on the E. coli chromosome (Figure 6) 
and encodes a 70 amino acid long protein with a pI of 6.53 (112).  Of the nine csp genes 
in E. coli K12, cspB is most like cspA with 80% identity at the amino acid level (Figure 
1).  Using primer extension, Etchegaray et al. (92) determined that it has a σ70 promoter 
and a long 161 base 5’ UTR.  Like cspA, overexpression of the 5’ UTR of cspB revealed 
a region called the “cold box” where a repressor might bind to repress cspB expression at 
the level of transcription (Figure 7) (105).  Translational fusions revealed a 17-fold 
increase in CspB after cold-shock and that the coding region contains a downstream box 
(DB) that results in an 18-fold increase in translational activity after cold-shock (46,107).  
 Etchegaray et al. (92) were able to detect only small quantities of CspB at 37°C 
using 2D gel electrophoresis.  They found that the induction of CspB occurs below 20°C 
with maximum induction at 15°C (92).  This induction was seen at both the 
transcriptional level by primer extension and the translational level by 2D gel 
electrophoresis.  The primer extension experiments revealed maximum induction 40 min 
after shifting to 15°C.   
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CspB functions 
 CspB selectively binds to ssRNA and ssDNA sequences in vitro (14).  A 
technique called SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligand Exponential Enrichment) was 
used to determine the binding specificity of CspB.  Using an 88 nucleotide RNA 
fragment they determined that CspB preferentially binds to RNA sequences that contain 
stretches of U followed by a C with a Kd of 5.5 x 10
-6 M (14).  The amount of maximum 
binding of CspB to this SELEX-selected sequence was only 19% more than the pre-
SELEX sequence and the authors used a high protein to nucleic acid ratio so these results 
need further confirmation.  The SELEX technique gave erroneous sequence preferences 
for CspE binding so the results from this technique should be approached with caution 
(17).   
 
1.6.3 CspC 
 The cspC gene was first identified using Southern blot analysis using cspA as a 
probe (106).  It is located at 41.0 minutes on the E. coli chromosome (Figure 6) and 
encodes a 69 amino acid residue protein with a pI of 6.54 (112).  It is a 6.9 kDa protein.  
It is most like CspE with 83% identity in amino acid sequence (104).  Based on DNA 
sequence, it has a predicted σ70 binding site resulting 74 base 5’UTR (Figure 3) (108).   
 A translational cspC-lacZ fusion revealed that CspC is expressed constitutively 
during all stages of growth at 37°C and is not induced after cold-shock (109).  
Overexpression of CspC resulted in a 4-fold increase in UspA, universal stress protein A, 
and RpoS, the stationary phase sigma factor (109).  Given the increase of these proteins 
upon overexpression of CspC, the authors suggest that the role of CspC in the cell may be 
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to act as a regulatory element for the expression of stress proteins.  CspC was shown to 
stabilize rpoS transcripts by binding to its 5’UTR (121).  CspC was also shown to 
complement the deletion of hfq, which is an RNA chaperone that has been shown to 
increase the translation of rpoS by altering the secondary structure of the RNA (121-123).   
 A microarray used to quantify the effect of overexpressing cspC at 30°C in E. coli 
cells identified 11 heat-shock genes that were upregulated in response to overexpression 
of CspC (dnaK, dnaJ, grpE, htpG, clpB, groEL, groES, clpA, clpP, hslV, hslU) (124).  At 
30°C, CspC increased the stability of these transcripts but after heat shock, CspC levels 
decreased dramatically resulting in decreased stability and half-lives of these heat-shock 
mRNAs (124).  The authors suggest that this decrease in stability of the heat-shock 
mRNAs at 42°C is critical to the heat-shock response as accumulation of heat-shock 
proteins is harmful to the cell.  Therefore, CspC plays a crucial role in regulating this 
response.  The microarray results for dnaK, groEL, and htpG were confirmed using qRT-
PCR on a strain overexpressing CspC and a cspC deletion mutant (124).  rpoH stability 
was not affected by deletion of CspC as determined by qRT-PCR and half-life 
calculations.   
The double deletion mutant ΔcspC ΔcspE is more sensitive than wild-type cells to 
low pH (1.25) and 35 mM H2O2 further supporting the involvement of these proteins in 
stress responses (125).  Transcript levels in stationary phase for osmY in the double 
deletion mutant were much lower than wild-type.  osmY is under the control of RpoS.  In 
the double deletion mutant, rpoS transcript levels were half of what were detected in 
stationary phase in the wild-type using qRT-PCR.  The stability of rpoS transcripts was 
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also reduced in the double mutant decreasing from 12 min in the wild-type strain in 
stationary phase to 4 min in the deletion mutant (125).   
CspC has been implicated in a number of different phenotypes in the cell.  It can 
act as a transcription antiterminator in vitro and in vivo (116).  Loss of cspC in the cell 
has been shown to impart a fitness advantage to E. coli by growth competition 
experiments with a wild-type strain (126).  CspC was identified as a multicopy 
suppressor of a chromosome partitioning mutant, mukB (108).  Overexpression of cspC 
reverses both the production of anucleate cells and the temperature sensitive phenotype of 
mukB mutations.  Given the N-terminal amino acid sequence similarity between CspC 
and CspE and the fact that CspE can dimerize in solution, CspC most likely forms dimers 
in solution and this may contribute to its chromosome condensation function (17,108).  
How the remaining phenotypes fit together remains to be determined. 
SELEX was used to determine the binding specificity of CspC.  It was determined 
that CspC binds to the consensus sequence AGGGAGGGA within an 88 bp RNA 
fragment with a dissociation constant (Kd) of 3.9 X 10
-6 M.  Binding to random 
sequences resulted in 11% maximum binding whereas binding to the SELEX-selected 
sequences resulted in 25% maximum binding (14).   
 
1.6.4 CspD 
 The cspD gene was originally identified after sequencing the upstream region of 
the clpA gene (127).  It maps to 19.9 minutes on the E. coli chromosome (Figure 6), is 
transcribed in the counter clockwise direction, and encodes a 74 amino acid residue 
protein which has a molecular mass of 7.9 kDa and calculated pI of 5.81 (104,112).  It is 
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most like CspE with 46% amino acid identity (Figure 1).  Even though the overall amino 
acid sequence of CspD has only 43% identity to CspA, CspD has conserved residues in 
the hydrophobic core of the β-barrel structure that are involved in DNA and RNA binding 
in CspA (104).  Unlike CspA, CspD exists as a homodimer in solution.  One possible 
explanation for why CspD can form dimers in solution is the fact that its amino-terminal 
end is shortened by three residues which allows for interaction of the β4 stands between 
two CspD molecules (104).  Another unique feature of the amino acid sequence of CspD 
is a seven amino acid extension on the carboxy-terminus, which is enriched in non-polar 
residues (Figure 2).  Fluorescent microscopy of CspD fused to GFP revealed that CspD 
localizes to the nucleiod (117). 
 Primer extension experiments revealed a σ70 binding site and an 86-base long 5’ 
UTR (35).  Unlike cspA, -B, -G, and –I, transcription of cspD is not induced after 
temperature downshift (35,106).  cspD-lacZ expression was suppressed 15-fold upon 
cold-shock.  CspD was detected at 15°C after 120 min using a cell free system but the 
induction level was significantly less than CspA after cold-shock (~14-fold).  The half-
life of cspD mRNA was estimated to be 4.5 min at 37°C and 83 min after shifting to 
15°C (10).  The cspD-lacZ transcriptional fusion was induced upon entry into stationary 
phase at 37°C.  It was also shown that induction of CspD is inversely dependent on 
growth rates and induced upon glucose starvation (35).  CspD was still produced in cells 
lacking rpoS, the stationary phase sigma factor, which indicates that its expression does 
not require σS (35).  The CspD degradation rate is increased in cells lacking σS which may 
indicate that RpoS induced factors could be involved in CspD stability.  After resumption 
of growth after stationary phase, CspD is degraded by Lon protease both in vivo and in 
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vitro (110).  The estimated half-life for CspD in wild-type cells grown in LB at 30°C is 
48 ±7 min as determined by Western blotting (110).  The degradation rate was found to 
be accelerated in fast growing cultures and during mid-log phase, which may indicate that 
CspD stability may be correlated with growth rate (110).   
The expression of cspD has also been found to be negatively regulated by MqsA 
which, along with RNase MqsR, is part of a toxin/antitoxin (TA) system.  Overexpression 
of MqsA repressed cspD expression by 2 ± 1-fold as determined by qRT-PCR whereas 
overexpression of MqsR induced cspD expression by around 7-fold (40).  Electromobility 
shift assays and nickel enrichment DNA microarray studies have shown that the 
MqsR/MqsA complex binds to the promoter region (TCAAATTTTTGA) of cspD to 
repress transcription (40).  Using qRT-PCR, Kim et al. (40) found that cspD is strongly 
induced (5 ± 1-fold) after the addition of 30 mM H2O2 and that it was not induced in an 
mqsR mqsA double mutant under this condition.  The authors suggest that these results 
indicate that the induction of cspD is strongly connected to the MqsR/MqsA TA system.   
 Deletion of cspD resulted in no discernible phenotypes in rich (LB) or minimal 
media (M9 supplemented with glucose, casamino acids, and ʟ-tryptophan) over the 
temperature range of 15°C to 42°C and no loss of viability or stationary phase tolerance 
to environmental stress.  Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of the protein content of 
the cspD null mutant was the same as wildtype indicating that CspD is probably not 
involved in regulating transcription, mRNA stability, or translation of other genes (128).  
Overexpression of CspD in the cell results in cell death and inhibition of DNA replication 
(128).  Fluorescence microscopy of cells overproducing CspD revealed elongated cells 
with condensed chromosomes (128).  The quadruple csp deletion mutant ΔcspABGE 
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could not be complemented for growth at low temperature by overexpressing CspD 
although growth at low temperature could be complemented by overproduction of any of 
the other csp genes (15). 
 Using gel mobility shift assays, it was determined that CspD binds ssDNA and 
RNA that is larger than 24 bases in length in a dose-dependent manner with no apparent 
sequence specificity (128).  The binding occurs in the presence of high salt, which 
indicates that the forces involved are not ionic (128).  Using a cell free DNA synthesis 
system it was determined that CspD inhibits DNA synthesis in vitro at both the initiation 
and elongation phases (128).  During stationary phase it has been estimated that there are 
approximately 2,000 CspD dimers in the cell (128).  CspD has also been shown to be 
involved in persister cell formation as deletion of cspD decreased persister cell formation 
2-fold.  Persister cells are dormant variants of bacterial cells that can survive being in the 
presence of antibiotics that target processes involved in synthesizing DNA or 
peptidoglycan.  Overexpression of CspD on a plasmid in a strain deleted for cspD 
resulted in increased persister cell formation (40,129).  Cell growth and viability 
decreased in strains overexpressing CspD, confirming that overexpression of this protein 
is toxic to the cell (40). 
 
1.6.5 CspE 
 cspE is the only csp gene that is part of an operon.  It is located between two 
genes, crcA upstream and crcB downstream.  It is located at 14.1 minutes on the E. coli 
chromosome (Figure 6) and encodes a 69 amino-acid protein with a calculated pI of 8.09 
(112).  CspE is most like CspC with 83% identity at the amino acid level (Figure 1).  Like 
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CspD, CspE has been found to exist as a dimer (17).  Transcription of cspE occurs from a 
σ70 promoter at both high and low temperatures.  The length of the 5’ UTR of cspE 
mRNA was determined by primer extension and was found to be 43 bases long, which is 
significantly shorter than the 5’ UTR of cspA (159 bases) (50). 
A cspE-lacZ  transcriptional fusion revealed that cspE is constitutively expressed 
at 37°C and not induced by cold-shock (36).  Using Northern and Western blotting Uppal 
et al. (50) also determined that cspE is constitutively expressed at 37°C.  They found that 
cspE mRNA levels increased 2.8 ± 0.7 fold after cells grown in LB were shifted to 15°C 
for 10 mins.  After 40 min in the cold, cspE transcript levels returned to pre-shift levels 
and remained at this level for up to 180 min.  CspE was found to be induced at the protein 
level after cold-shock as a 3.5 ± 0.4 fold increase in protein was detected after 60 min 
using Western blotting.  The half-life of cspE mRNA has been estimated to be 8.3 ± 0.3 
min at 37°C and 54 min after a 10 min shift to 15°C.  The half-life of cspE mRNA 
increased more than 13-fold in a strain carrying a temperature-sensitive allele of RNase E 
(rne-3071) which may indicate that RNase E has a role in modulating cspE transcript 
stability (50).  A point mutation in the 5’UTR, where a putative RNase cleavage site was 
located, significantly increased the stability of the transcript due to a change in a stem-
loop structure that RNase E normally recognizes (50).   
2D gel electrophoresis of proteins from a cspE null mutant strain revealed that 
CspA production is increased in the absence of cspE.  The same technique was used to 
demonstrate that four proteins are decreased in the absence of cspE, including UspA 
(universal stress protein), OsmY (osmotically inducible protein), Dps (DNA protection 
during starvation), and RpoS (the stationary phase sigma factor).  A cspE deletion mutant 
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showed no phenotypes on LB or M9 minimal media except for that upon dilution into 
fresh medium the lag period was 2.5 times longer than wildtype (36).  In the triple 
deletion mutant, ΔcspABG, CspE was induced by cold-shock to a level similar to the 
combined amount of all CspA homologues in the wild-type as determined by two-
dimensional gel electrophoresis. The cells did not show any growth defect at 30, 25, 20, 
or 15°C on LB plates (15).  This result indicates that CspE can suppress the defects 
associated with the deletion of cspA, -B, and -G and may serve a similar function within 
the cell.  Primer extension experiments on the triple deletion mutant showed that cspE 
mRNA was upregulated more than than in wildtype cells after a shift to 15°C for 3 hrs 
(15).  
Transcription of cspE has been shown to be activated by the cyclic AMP receptor 
protein (CRP), which is a global regulator involved in sugar metabolism operons (38).  
Deletion of crp resulted in ~2-fold decrease in specific fluorescence activity from cspE-
gfp transcriptional and translational fusions.  Complementation of the Δcrp strain with a 
multicopy crp plasmid resulted in a 10-fold increase in fluorescence, further indicating 
that CRP regulates cspE expression.  Electromobility shift assays showed that CRP binds 
to a palindromic target site sequence with two core motifs above PcspE (first motif - 
CGCGA followed by a 5 bp spacer before second motif – TCACT).  Mutation of either 
sequence results in decreased binding of CRP to the target site but core motif two was 
shown to be more important for binding (38).   
Transcription of cspE is repressed by the antitoxin DinJ (41).  EMSA and 
promoter mutagenesis studies revealed that DinJ binds in the promoter region of cspE at 
5’-CTGGATGCGCTTTCAG-3’ (Figure 3, Table 2).  By inhibiting the transcription of 
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cspE, DinJ indirectly controls the regulation of RpoS since CspE has been shown to 
increase translation of rpoS mRNA.  Repression of cspE by DinJ was shown to reduce 
the RpoS-related phenotypes resistance to erythromycin and hydrogen peroxide, biofilm 
formation, increased catalase activity, and production of adhesins (41). 
 
Functions of CspE 
A number of seemingly unrelated phenotypes have been described for CspE.  
CspE was originally identified as a multicopy suppressor of the chromosomal partition 
defect of an E. coli mukB mutant (108).  Purified CspE has been shown to inhibit Q-
mediated transcription anti-termination (16,116).  Amino acid substitutions within the 
binding pocket of CspE have revealed that only Phe17, Phe30, and His32 are essential for 
nucleic acid melting activity (130).  CspE can also bind to the polyA tail at the 3’ end of 
mRNAs to interfere with degradation of the mRNA by polynucleotide phosphorylase and 
RNase E (99).  CspE has been shown to upregulate the expression of RpoS, which 
encodes RNA polymerase σS subunit, and UspA, a universal stress protein (109).  CspE 
has been shown to be a repressor of cspA expression at 37°C as an increase in CspA was 
detected in a cspE null mutant (36).  It has been hypothesized that CspE regulates CspA 
expresson by increasing promoter-proximal pausing of RNA polymerase (36).  The only 
characteristic required for all of the phenotypes is the ability to bind to single-stranded 
nucleic acids.  Any other relationship(s) between the phenotypes remains to be 
elucidated. 
The binding specificity of CspE to ssDNA and ssRNA has been determined by 
several different labs with conflicting results (14,17).  Using SELEX, as was done for 
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CspB and CspC, Phadtare and Inouye (14) determined that CspE binds preferentially to 
AU-rich ssRNA sequences in vitro with a Kd value of 0.50 x 10-6 M.  The percent 
maximum binding of CspE to random sequences was found to be 30% and with the 
SELEX-selected sequences it increased to 48% maximum binding.  Since Phadtare and 
Inouye did not achieve greater than 50% binding and they used high protein to nucleic 
acid ratios in their experiments (between 20 and 600 CspE monomers to one nucleic acid 
molecule), Johnston et al. (17) tested different sequences to determine if they could find a 
better consensus sequence for binding and used equal concentrations of CspE monomers 
to nucleic acids.  They also used shorter nucleotide sequences to determine the length 
preferences for CspE binding.  Using tryptophan quenching assays, they determined that 
CspE binds with the highest affinity to oligonucleotides containing 6 or more consecutive 
dT residues (KD ~ 30 nM).  This binding was not disrupted by high salt indicating that 
binding occurs via non-ionic interactions with the DNA bases.  They found that CspE did 
bind to the SELEX identified DNA sequences as well, but the binding affinities were 
much lower (KD ~900 nΜ) (17).    
CspE has been implicated in chromosome condensation as overexpression of cspE 
can suppress the defects associated with a point mutation in mukB, a SMC-like protein 
that is involved in chromosome partitioning (108).  It partially suppresses both the 
temperature sensitive and anucleate cell phenotype of the mukB mutant when 
overexpressed with crcA and crcB (118).  The mechanism of how overexpression of 
CspE suppresses these defects is still poorly understood but it has been determined that 
CspE does not increase the amount of mutant MukB protein as there was not an increase 
in mukB transcription (108).   
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Overexpression of CspE has also been shown to increase resistance to the DNA 
decondensing agent, camphor, both in vivo and in vitro (118,131).  Overexpression of 
crcA, cspE, and crcB leads to ~1,000-fold resistance to camphor while overexpression of 
crcB and cspE leads to ~100-fold resistance.  Overexpression of only cspE leads to 10-
fold resistance to camphor (118,131).  Using a rcsA-lacZ transcriptional fusion it was 
determined that overexpression of all three genes results in an increase (2.2-fold) in rcsA 
expression, while overexpression of just crcB and cspE results in a 2.1-fold increase in 
rcsA expression.  Overexpression of just cspE alone resulted in 1.7-fold activation of 
rcsA (131). 
Temperature sensitive (Ts) mutations in gyrA or gyrB result in decreased levels of 
supercoiling of plasmids within the cell and increased susceptibility to nalidixic acid and 
camphor.  Overexpression of the entire operon of crcA, cspE and crcB in a strain with 
these mutations increased the level of plasmid supercoiling, and decreased the 
susceptibility of these mutants to nalidixic acid and camphor (131).  Overexpression of 
crcA, cspE, and crcB also suppresses topoisomerase IV mutant sensitivity to nalidixic 
acid and results in increased resistance to camphor.  Deletion of crcA, cspE, and crcB 
results in an increased sensitivity to camphor (131).   
 
1.6.6 CspF 
 cspF is located at 35.3 minutes on the E. coli chromosome (Figure 6) and encodes 
a 70 amino-acid residue protein with a calculated pI of 9.51 and molecular weight of 7.56 
kDa (112).  It is most similar in amino acid sequence to CspH with 77% identity (Figure 
1).  CspF only has three of the eight aromatic amino acids found in CspA which are 
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involved in RNA binding (Figure 2) (12).  Only 300 base pairs separate cspF from cspB 
and they are transcribed divergently.  Based on DNA sequence analysis, cspF has two 
predicted σ70 binding sites that result in 5’UTRs that are 90 and 165 bases (44).  A 
microarray experiment revealed that cspF shows an upregulated transcriptional response 
in the presence of urea (111).   
 
1.6.7 CspG 
 
 The cspG gene encodes a 70 amino acid protein with a calculated pI of 5.64 and 
its amino acid sequence is most similar to CspI with 79% identity (Figure 1) (112).  It is 
located at 22 min on the E. coli genetic map (Figure 6) and was discovered after a search 
for promoters that could induce expression at low temperature (18).  A cspG-lacZ 
transcriptional fusion revealed that transcription of this gene occurs after a shift in 
temperature from 37°C to 15°C during logarithmic-growth phase.  cspG expression was 
induced 7-fold after cold-shock (18).  Northern hybridization analysis further confirmed 
these results and showed that cspG mRNA accumulation was highest after 1 hr cold-
shock in mid-log phase (18).  Primer extension analysis revealed three possible 
transcription start sites in response to cold with the major promoter giving rise to a 156 
base long 5’UTR similar to what was found for cspA and cspB (18).  Based on similarity 
to cspA sequence, it has been hypothesized that cspG also contains an UP-element 
upstream of its promoter and a downstream box in its coding sequence that could cause 
more efficient translation of cspG mRNA in the cold (46).  Maximum induction of CspG 
occurs around 15°C (92).  Functions for CspG in the cell have been hypothesized to be 
similar to those for CspA but none have been experimentally verified.   
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1.6.8 CspH 
 cspH is located at 20.6 minutes on the E. coli chromosome (Figure 6) and encodes 
a 70 amino acid protein with a calculated pI of 10.28 (112).  There are only 285 base 
pairs between cspH and cspG and they are transcribed divergently.  CspH is most like 
CspF with 77% identity at the amino acid level (Figure 1).  CspH only has four of the 
eight aromatic amino acids found in CspA which are involved in RNA binding (Figure 2) 
(12).  A BLAST search of the E. coli genome located the cspH gene and analysis of the 
region upstream revealed seven predicted promoters (two σ70, which is the housekeeping 
sigma factor, two σ32, which is the heat shock sigma factor, and three σ24, which is the 
extracytoplasmic/extreme heat stress sigma factor) based on similarities to consensus 
sequences (Figure 3) (44).  The length of the predicted 5’UTRs from the two σ70 
promoters are 103 and 155 bases (Table 2).  Withman et al. (111) used a microarray to 
determine that cspH is transcriptionally upregulated in response to urea.  Translational 
control and function of CspH in the cell remains unknown.   
 
1.6.9 CspI 
The cspI gene is located at 35.2 min on the E. coli chromosome (Figure 6) and 
was discovered by searching the E. coli K12 genome for csp-like genes (35).  It is most 
like CspG with 79% identity at the amino acid level (Figure 1).  It encodes a 70 amino 
acid long protein with a molecular weight estimated to be 7.68 kDa from the DNA 
sequence and a calculated pI of 6.03 (112).  CspI is predicted to be similar in structure to 
CspA as it has the well-conserved amino acid residues (V9, I21, V30, V32, and V51) 
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which form a hydrophobic core and the two RNA binding motifs, RNP-1 and RNP-2 
(19). 
Primer extension experiments revealed a σ70 promoter resulting in a 5’ UTR of 
145 bases (Table 2).  A sequence comparison of the 5’ UTRs of cspA, -B, -G, and –I 
revealed that the 5’UTR is significantly different from the others although it is predicated 
to have an UP element like cspA that may be responsible for increased transcription 
levels at 15°C (Figure 7)(19).  Using overexpression from a plasmid and 2D gel 
electrophoresis, it was determined that like cspA, cspI contains a “cold box” sequence 
that may be involved in autoregulation of transcription after the acclimation phase 
(19,46).  cspI mRNA was hardly detected using primer extension at 37°C during mid-log 
and stationary phase in LB medium.  An increase in stability after cold-shock was 
determined for cspI mRNA with a half-life of 30 sec at 37°C and 14 min after 1 hr cold-
shock at 15°C.  A transcriptional cspI-lacZ fusion showed very low expression at 37°C at 
mid-log phase in LB medium.  After a shift to 15°C for four hours, cspI-lacZ expression 
increased 5-fold.  Deletion of the 5’UTR resulted in increased expression at 37°C (19).   
CspI was not detected at 37°C using 2D gel electrophoresis and it was barely 
detectable at 37°C during mid-log phase in LB using a translational cspI-lacZ fusion.  
After a shift to 15°C for 30 min, CspI was detected using 2D gel electrophoresis and 
remained detectable using this method for up to 3 hrs post-shift.  A 3-fold increase after 
cold-shock was detected using a cspI-lacZ translational fusion.  This translational cspI-
lacZ fusion showed 2-fold higher expression than the cspA-lacZ translational fusion after 
temperature downshift.  Like cspA, cspI has a downstream box that has been suggested to 
play a role in translation at low temperatures (19).  The temperature range for CspI 
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induction was determined using 2D gel electrophoresis and was found to occur below 
15°C (19).   
 
1.7 Relationships between CSPs in the Cell 
 
In E. coli K12, no growth defects were reported for single deletion strains of 
cspA, -B, -G, or –I grown on LB plates at 37°C or 15°C.  Double deletion mutants 
ΔcspAB, ΔcspAG, ΔcspBG, ΔcspAI also showed no discernable phenotypes for the 
conditions tested.  Analysis using 2D gel electrophoresis of each of the single and double 
mutants revealed an increase in the remaining cold-inducible csp genes (15).  In the triple 
deletion mutant ΔcspABG, no growth defects were seen at 30°C, 25°C, or 20°C but an 
increase in lag phase from 1.5 to 2.5 h was seen in cells shifted from 37°C to 15°C.  An 
increase in cspE transcripts and CspE protein was also observed 3 h after shift to 15°C 
for the triple deletion mutant as compared to wild-type.  The authors suggest that these 
results may indicate that certain CSPs can substitute for one another.  Quadruple deletion 
mutant ΔcspABEG was able to form colonies on LB plates at 30°C but not below 25°C 
(132).  When grown in a rich medium at 15°C, the quadruple mutant showed an increase 
in lag phase of 4 h and formed filamentous cells with normally segregated chromosomes.  
Complementation tests revealed that the cold-sensitivity and cell division defect of the 
quadruple mutant could be suppressed by the expression of any CSP except CspD 
(15,132).  No deletions past four csp genes in E. coli K12 have been created to date.   
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1.8 Csp homologues in eukaryotes – YB-1 cold shock domain (CSD) 
 
 The eukaryotic Y-box protein family shares 43% amino acid sequence identity 
with CspA and members of this family range in size from 29-35 kDa (9).  They are called 
Y-box proteins because they act as transcription factors that were initially identified as 
binding to Y-box sequences (CCAAT) (133,134).  Although they can bind to Y-box 
sequences they also bind other sequences that do not contain Y-boxes (135).  Each of the 
three domains that comprise Y-box proteins can bind to different sequences which could 
explain this binding discrepancy.  The three domains of Y-box proteins are: the N-
terminal domain, the cold-shock domain (CSD) and the C-terminal domain (Figure 8A).  
The short N-terminal domain is less conserved among Y-box proteins and has been 
shown to be associated with actin (136).  The N-terminal domain has also been called the 
A/P domain because it contains a large number of alanine and proline residues (137).  
The CSD domain is highly conserved among Y-box proteins, has been shown to be 
involved in DNA and RNA binding, and has been shown to promote mRNA stabilization 
(Figure 8A) (136).  Like the N-terminal domain, the C-terminal tail is less conserved.  It 
is made up of alternating regions of positively and negatively charged amino acid 
residues (137).  It has been shown to be involved in single-stranded DNA and RNA 
binding, translational repression, and protein-protein interactions (136).  
 The N- and C-terminal domains of YB-1 are highly disordered making it difficult 
to determine the overall structure of this protein.  The three-dimensional structure for the 
CSD has been determined by NMR (135).  The structure of the CSD of Y-box proteins 
consists of a β-barrel composed of five antiparallel β-stands, very similar to the structure 
of CspA (Figure 8B) (135).  Similar to CspA, the CSD of YB-1 is composed of two RNA 
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binding motifs, RNP-1 and RNP-2, which have been shown to be involved in specific and 
nonspecific DNA and RNA binding (133,134).  
Some of the proteins that Y-box proteins interact with include those involved in 
the cell cycle, cell proliferation, mRNA metabolism, transcription and translation (for 
review see Matsumoto and Bay (136); Eliseeva et al. (137)).  During transcription, Y-box 
proteins associate with nascent transcripts and may accompany them into the cytoplasm 
(138).  Y-box proteins also interact with cytoskeletal and viral proteins (136).   
Y-box proteins such as YB-1 (Y-box binding protein-1) are essential in the cell, 
as knock-out mice show embryonic and perinatal lethality (139).  It has been shown that 
the amount of YB-1 is regulated at both the transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels.  
Transcription of YB-1 mRNA occurs in response to UV radiation and cisplatin, a 
chemotherapy drug which causes crosslinking of DNA (140).  Like CspA, YB-1 is under 
autogenous regulation.  This is accomplished via binding to regions in the 5’ and 3’ UTR 
in YB-1 mRNA (141,142).  Overexpression of YB-1 can result in a multitude of different 
cancers including breast, ovarian, and lung cancer (reviewed in Lasham et al. (143)).   
 The amount of Y-box protein in the cell determines whether or not transcription 
and translation will be stimulated or repressed.  Low concentrations of Y-box proteins 
(~10 molecules per cell) have been shown to stimulate translation whereas high 
concentrations (~20 molecules per cell) have been shown to repress translation (144).  
High concentrations of YB-1 inhibit translation because it displaces translation initiation 
factors from the mRNA (145).  YB-1 has been shown to regulate the transcription of 
genes involved in apoptosis, immune responses, tumor growth, drug resistance and stress 
responses (137). 
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A 
 
B 
 
Figure 8.  Domains and structure of the eukaryotic transcription factor, YB-1.  
(A) Human YB-1 protein is composed of A/P (alanine/proline) domain, cold-shock 
domain, and C-terminal domain.  Cold shock domain contains two ribonucleoprotein 
motifs, RNP-1 and RNP-2.  (B) Rendered NMR structure of the cold-shock domain 
(CSD) of Eukaryotic transcription factor, YB-1 (PDB code 1H95 (135)).  The amino acid 
residues implicated in DNA binding are shown in black (Trp15, Phe24, Phe35, His37, Lys14, 
andTyr22) (135).  Models were generated in moe2012.10. 
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1.9 Significance of my work 
 
 Several labs have studied the expression and function of CSPs in E. coli K12 but 
many of these studies were only performed on one or two of the nine CSPs at a time.  It 
remains unclear if all of the CSPs behave the same way in all of the assays.  Aside from 
microarray studies, the transcript levels from all nine csp genes have never been assayed 
using the same technique or in the same cells.  One of my goals was to use quantitative 
real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) to determine the relative number of csp transcripts in different 
growth phases, under different growth rates, after cold-shock, and in strains with different 
numbers of csp genes deleted.  Using a single technique allowed me to compare 
transcript levels across csp genes to determine if one or more of the nine are expressed at 
higher levels than the others, if homologous pairs are regulated in a similar pattern, and if 
some of these genes are indeed cold-shock induced. 
Using my qRT-PCR expression data as a starting point for creating csp deletion 
mutants, my second major goal was to determine if all or a subset of CSPs can substitute 
for each other and to determine if there is a ranking in importance for the nine csp genes 
in E. coli K12.  E. coli K12 has nine CSPs, which are very similar in amino acid 
sequence.  The reason for maintaining multiple copies of these genes has yet to be 
determined but it has been suggested that the copies may have resulted from a number of 
gene duplications (146).  One possible reason for maintaining multiple copies of similar 
genes is that they are differentially regulated in response to different conditions but 
perform similar functions.  Alternatively, these proteins may have evolved different 
functions and are expressed at different conditions when their function is needed.  In B. 
subtilis, which has three csp genes, any csp gene is sufficient for growth suggesting that 
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CSPs in this strain can substitute for each other and that they may have overlapping 
functions (53).  Deletion of all three csp genes in this strain was not possible, indicating 
that at least one csp gene is required for cell viability in B. subtilis.  By creating E. coli 
K12 strains with multiple csp genes deleted in different combinations, I sought to 
uncover functional redundancies among the csp genes during normal growth, after cold-
shock, and after exposure to the chromosome decondensing agent, camphor.  By studying 
the phenotypes of the deletion strains, I wanted to determine if there are growth defects 
associated with the deletions.
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 
2.1. Quantitative Real-Time PCR 
2.1.1 Bacterial strains, media, and RNA extraction 
 
E.coli K-12 MG1655 [CGSC6300 (F- λ- rph-1)] cultures were grown in MOPS 
defined minimal and MOPS defined rich media supplemented with glucose as described 
previously (147).  Growth curves and viable cell counts were performed in each medium 
to determine growth rate and cell collection points.  Overnight cultures were diluted 
1:1000 into fresh medium.  Cells were collected at an optical density 600 nm of 0.04, 0.1, 
0.5 and 1.2 for defined minimal medium and 0.2, 0.5 and 2 for defined rich medium.  
Total RNA was extracted from the cells using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 
California) according to the manufacturer’s specifications with the following 
modifications.  RNA precipitation was facilitated by adding 10 g of RNase-free 
glycogen (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) after the addition of isopropyl alcohol.  The 
samples were incubated at room temperature for 10 min and centrifuged at 12,000 X g for 
10 min.  RNA concentration and purity was determined by A260/280 ratio.   
 
Table 6.  Bacterial strains used in this study 
Strain Name Genotype Source or Reference 
MG1655 F- λ-  rph-1 (148) 
BW25113 lacIq rrnBT14 ΔlacZWJ16 hsdR514 ΔaraBADAH33 
ΔrhaBADLD78 
(149) 
JW3525 BW25113 ΔcspA::kan (150) 
JW1549 BW25113 ΔcspB::kan (150) 
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JW1812 BW25113 ΔcspC::kan (150) 
JW0864 BW25113 ΔcspD::kan (150) 
JW0618 BW25113 ΔcspE::kan (150) 
JW1550 BW25113 ΔcspF::kan (150) 
JW2324 BW25113 ΔcspG::kan (150) 
JW5134 BW25113 ΔcspH::kan (150) 
JW1544 BW25113 ΔcspI::kan (150) 
TC57 MG1655 ΔcspA This study 
TC20 MG1655 ΔcspB This study 
TC22 MG1655 ΔcspC This study 
TC59 MG1655 ΔcspD This study 
TC125 MG1655 ΔcspE This study 
TC60 MG1655 ΔcspF This study 
TC58 MG1655 ΔcspG This study 
TC41 MG1655 ΔcspH This study 
TC42 MG1655 ΔcspI This study 
TC166 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspB This study 
TC74 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspC This study 
TC122 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspD This study 
TC159 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspE::kan This study 
TC73 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspG This study 
TC76 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspH This study 
TC167 MG1655 ΔcspB ΔcspC This study 
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TC162 MG1655 ΔcspB ΔcspE::kan This study 
TC119 MG1655 ΔcspC ΔcspD This study 
TC146 MG1655 ΔcspC ΔcspE::kan This study 
TC61 MG1655 ΔcspC ΔcspI This study 
TC107 MG1655 ΔcspD ΔcspG This study 
TC108 MG1655 ΔcspD ΔcspH This study 
TC62 MG1655 ΔcspD ΔcspI This study 
TC92 MG1655 ΔcspG ΔcspI This study 
TC75 MG1655 ΔcspH ΔcspI This study 
TC160 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspB ΔcspC::kan This study 
TC96 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspB ΔcspG This study 
TC168 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspB ΔcspE::kan This study 
TC120 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspC ΔcspD This study 
TC134 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspC ΔcspE::kan This study 
TC95 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspC ΔcspH This study 
TC133 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspD ΔcspE This study 
TC106 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspG ΔcspI This study 
TC169 MG1655 ΔcspB ΔcspC ΔcspE::kan This study 
TC90 MG1655 ΔcspC ΔcspD ΔcspI This study 
TC209 MG1655 ΔcspC ΔcspE ΔcspI This study 
TC210 MG1655 ΔcspC ΔcspG ΔcspI This study 
TC91 MG1655 ΔcspC ΔcspH ΔcspI This study 
TC211 MG1655 ΔcspE ΔcspG ΔcspI This study 
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TC149 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspB ΔcspE ΔcspG This study 
TC131 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspC ΔcspD ΔcspG This study 
TC128 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspC ΔcspD ΔcspH This study 
TC153 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspC ΔcspD ΔcspI This study 
TC104 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspC ΔcspH ΔcspI This study 
TC155 MG1655 ΔcspA ΔcspBΔcspCΔcspEΔcspG::kan This study 
TC165 MG1655 ΔcspAΔcspBΔcspDΔcspEΔcspG::kan This study 
TC136 MG1655 ΔcspAΔcspCΔcspDΔcspEΔcspG::kan This study 
TC135 MG1655 ΔcspAΔcspCΔcspDΔcspEΔcspH::kan This study 
TC163 MG1655 ΔcspAΔcspCΔcspDΔcspGΔcspF::kan This study 
TC164 MG1655 ΔcspAΔcspCΔcspDΔcspGΔcspI::kan This study 
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Table 7.  Plasmids used in this study 
Plasmid Description Source or 
Reference 
pCP20 FLP recombinase helper plasmid (149) 
pKD13 Kanamycin resistance gene with FRT sites 
template plasmid 
(149) 
pKD46 λ Red recombinase expression plasmid (149) 
pBAD24 Arabinose inducible expression vector derived 
from pDHB60; bla gene 
(151) 
pCH20 pBAD24 with cspA expression under control of 
araBAD promoter 
C. Hall 
pCH21 pBAD24 with cspB expression under control of 
araBAD promoter 
C. Hall 
pCH22 pBAD24 with cspC expression under control of 
araBAD promoter 
C. Hall 
pCH24 pBAD24 with cspE expression under control of 
araBAD promoter 
C. Hall 
pCH25 pBAD24 with cspG expression under control of 
araBAD promoter 
C. Hall 
pCH26 pBAD24 with cspI expression under control of 
araBAD promoter 
C. Hall 
pCH27 pBAD24 with cspH expression under control of 
araBAD promoter 
C. Hall 
pCH28 pBAD24 with cspF expression under control of 
araBAD promoter 
C. Hall 
 
2.1.2 DNase treatment and conversion to cDNA 
 
RNA was diluted in DEPC-treated water and 100 ng aliquots were treated with 
RQ1 RNase-Free DNase (Promega, Madison Wisconsin) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions.  Following treatment, 20 ng of the RNA was converted to cDNA using the 
Superscript III first-strand cDNA synthesis system (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California).  
Random primers supplied with the kit were used to synthesize the cDNA.   
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2.1.3 Cold-shock 
 
E. coli K12 MG1655 cells were grown in MOPS defined rich or MOPs defined 
minimal media at 37°C to an OD600 of 0.5 and then were shifted to 15°C for either 1 or 4 
hrs.  Cells were collected prior to the shift, after 1 hr of cold-shock, and after 4 hrs of 
cold-shock.  RNA was extracted, DNase treated, and converted to cDNA as described 
above.   
 
2.1.4 RT-PCR 
 
RT-PCR was carried out using a Step-One Real-Time PCR system in 96-well 
plates (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California).  Each reaction consisted of 10 µl 2x 
SYBR Green (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California), 20 µΜ primers (Table 8), 
and 2 µl cDNA brought up to a total volume of 20 µl with DEPC-treated water.  No 
template control (NTC) reactions and minus reverse transcriptase (-RT) reactions were 
performed to confirm that there was no contamination in the reagents or the DEPC-
treated water.  Cycling parameters for cspA-G, cspI and rpoB primers were 94°C for 2 
min, 60°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 45 sec.  Cycling parameters for cspH primers were 94°C 
for 2 min, 55°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 45 sec.  Samples were analyzed in triplicate from 
three independent cultures.  Melt curve analyses were performed to ensure that only the 
product of interest was formed in each reaction.  Products were analyzed on 8% 
polyacrylamide gels to confirm amplicon size.   
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Table 8.  Sequence of the primers used for real-time PCR 
Genes Direction Sequence (5’ to 3’) Product 
(bp) 
Accession no. 
in GenBank 
rpoB Forward 
Reverse 
GTAAGGCACAGTTCGGTGGT 
ATTTCCTGCAGGGTGTATGC 
88 AAC76961.1 
 
cspA Forward 
Reverse 
CCGGTAAAATGACTGGTATCG 
GAGCCATCGTCAGGAGTGAT  
76 AAC76580.1 
cspB Forward 
Reverse 
GTGCATTTTTCTGCGATTCA 
GCAGGACCTTTAGCACCACT  
95 AAC74630.1 
 
cspC Forward 
Reverse 
CCAGGGTAATGGCTTCAAAA 
GTTAACAGCTGCCGGACCTT  
88 AAC74893.1 
 
cspD Forward 
Reverse 
GCACAATAACACTGGCGTG 
GCTGGACAATCCGTTCAG  
67 AAC73967.1 
 
cspE Forward 
Reverse 
GCAGCAAAGACGTGTTCGTA 
AACTCTACGCGCTGACCTTC  
82 AAC73724.1 
 
cspF Forward 
Reverse 
AGGGTCTTATCACCCCATCC 
CCGGTGGTAATTTCTTCTGC 
91 AAC74631.1 
 
cspG Forward 
Reverse 
ACGTTTTTCGTCCATTTCACC 
ACGTTGCCCCTGCTCAATAG  
94 AAC74075.1 
 
cspH Forward 
Reverse 
GGCAAAGGATTCATTATCCC 
TAAGCACTTCTGCGTCGCGG  
88 AAC74074.1 
 
cspI Forward 
Reverse 
CTCAGCAATTCAGAGCAACG 
ACAGCGGCAGGACCTTTAG  
93 AAC74625.1 
 
 
 
 
2.1.5 Comparative Ct method for determining relative change in gene expression 
 
Relative changes in gene expression (-fold) were calculated using the 2(-ΔΔCt) 
method (152).  ΔΔCt was defined as (Ct,target – Ct,rpoB)time x – (Ct,target –Ct,rpoB)time 0.  rpoB 
was chosen as the endogenous control (loading control) because it was previously 
determined that accumulation of transcripts for this gene does not change with growth 
phase or growth condition (153).  For this calculation to be accurate, each primer set 
including the set for the endogenous control (rpoB) must show between 90 -110% 
efficiency.  To determine the efficiency of each primer pair, a series of five two-fold 
dilutions, on mRNA isolated from late log phase, were performed and standard curves 
were generated for each set of primers.  The efficiency of each primer pair was assessed 
by plotting Ct value versus sample concentration and determining the slope of the line.  
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Slope values between -3.6 and -3.3 represent between 90 and 110% efficiency and allow 
for comparison of Ct values obtained from different primer sets.  Efficiencies in this 
range mean that during each PCR cycle there is a two-fold increase in product.  R2 
values, or correlation coefficients, were also calculated for each primer pair with R2 > 
0.95 indicating optimal correlation between values.   
 
2.2 Deletion Mutants 
2.2.1 Transfer of deletion mutants from E. coli K12 BW25113 to E. coli K12 
MG1655 
 
Deletions of each of the csp genes have been constructed in E.coli strain K12 
BW25113 as a part of the Keio collection.  The Keio collection is a collection of single-
gene deletions of all nonessential genes in E. coli K12 (150).  To make their collection, 
open reading frame regions for each of the genes were replaced by a kanamycin 
resistance cassette flanked by FLP recognition target sites using a one-step inactivation 
method as reported by Datsenko and Wanner (149) (Figure 9).  Each deleted csp gene 
from the Keio collection was moved into E.coli K12 MG1655 using the generalized 
transducing phage P1 with selection for kanamycin resistance (25 µg/ml final).  The 
kanamycin resistance marker was removed by site-specific recombination after a FLP 
helper plasmid, pCP20, which expresses FLP recombinase, was transformed into the 
cells.  pCP20 was selected with either ampicillin (125 µg/ml) or chloramphenicol (25 
µg/ml).  Subsequent incubation at 42°C facilitated removal of the plasmid.  Strains 
containing suspected in frame, unmarked deletions were confirmed by PCR (see Table 9 
for primers) and sequenced to make sure the deletion was in frame. 
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Table 9.  Primers to determine if deletion was the correct size as compared to wild-
type.   
Genes Direction Sequence (5’ to 3’) Deletion 
Size (bp) 
WT 
Size 
(bp) 
MgCl2/ 
Annealing 
Temp. 
cspA Forward 
Reverse 
TCTGTAAAGCACGCCATATCGC 
GCAGGGATCTTAGATTCTGTG  
194 305 3 mM/60°C 
cspB Forward 
Reverse 
TCTCTACTCAGGCATCAG 
GGCTCAAGTTAAGGAATG 
180 292 3 mM/60°C 
cspC Forward 
Reverse 
CACTTCAGATCAGTGGATTCG 
GAGCCTTATATTGGTGCC 
214 325 3 mM/60°C 
cspD Forward 
Reverse 
TTGGCTGGTTACCCGCACGAAATG 
GCGACATCTGTCACATTCCTG 
425 567 3 mM/60°C 
cspE Forward 
Reverse 
GGTGTACTGGTAACCGAC 
TCAACCGCACACTAAAGACC 
228 335 3 mM/60°C 
cspF Forward 
Reverse 
GACATCCAGCCATCTTCAAC 
CCAGTCATCAAGACAGACG 
299 390 3 mM/60°C 
cspG Forward 
Reverse 
TGAGTCTCTCTCCTGAACAC 
GATGTGCGGTACTGTGAACC 
256 361 3 mM/60°C 
cspH Forward 
Reverse 
GTGGTACTATAACTGGCTG 
CGGTCTTAAATATCGCTGGC 
350 454 3 mM/60°C 
cspI Forward 
Reverse 
CCGTAGTATGTGAGTATCCATCG 
TTCGGACCATTCTGCCCAAG 
419 524 3 mM/60°C 
 
2.2.2 E. coli K12 BW25113ΔcspE::kan  
 
 The E. coli K12 BW25113 ΔcspE::kan strain that was obtained from the Keio 
collection was not in frame so this deletion mutant was remade using the one-step 
inactivation method described by Datsenko and Wanner (149).  The primers used to 
create this deletion insertion mutant were:  
cspE FWD A 
5’- 
TAACCGACACAGCATTTGTGTCTATTTTTCATGTAAAGGTAATTTTGATGATTCCGGGGATCCGTCGACC 
-3’ 
cspE REV C 
5’- 
AGCGGGTTTTGAATTCTTGCTGACGTATCTTACAGAGCGATTACGTTTGCTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTCG 
-3’ 
 
The cspE forward primer includes 50-nt upstream of cspE (black) plus the start codon 
(green) and 20-nt of the upstream region of the kanamycin resistance cassette of pKD13 
(blue).  The cspE reverse primer includes 29-nt of downstream region plus C-Terminal 
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21-nt of cspE (black) including termination codon (red) and 20-nt of the downstream 
region of the kanamycin resistance cassette of pKD13 (blue).  Colonies suspected of 
having the correct deletion were confirmed using PCR and sequenced to make sure the 
deletion was in frame. 
 
 
Figure 9.  Schematic of the one-step inactivation method used to replace open 
reading frame regions of csp genes with kanamycin resistance cassettes flanked by 
FRT recognition sites.   
Forward primer for gene knockout included 50-nt upstream homology to cspE including 
the start codon and 20-nt homology to the kanamycin resistance cassette plus FRT site 
(149).  Reverse Primer included 50-nt homology to cspE including six C-terminal 
residues, the stop codon, and 29-nt homology downstream plus 20-nt homology to the 
kanamycin resistance cassette and FRT site.  PCR products were electroporated into 
strain BW25113 containing pKD46, Red recombinase expression plasmid.  Kanamycin 
resistance cassettes were removed by FLP recombinase site specific recombination.  The 
creation of strains with multiple csp deletions was accomplished by moving deletions 
marked by kanamycin resistance via P1 transduction.   
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2.2.3 Preliminary streaking of deletion mutants and dilution plating on MOPs 
defined rich and MOPs defined minimal agar 
 
Wild-type and deletion mutant strains were streaked for single colonies onto 
MOPS defined rich glucose, MOPS defined minimal glucose and MacConkey lactose 
agar plates and placed at 15°C (4 days), 30°C (36 hrs), 37°C (24 hrs), and 42°C (24 hrs) 
to determine if any of the deletion mutants showed a cold-sensitive or temperature-
sensitive phenotype.  Incubation times were doubled for minimal medium.   
For dilution plating, overnight cultures were diluted to an OD600 of 0.5 followed 
by a series of 1:100 dilutions.  The dilutions were spotted onto MOPS defined minimal 
and MOPS defined rich plates and grown at 15, 30, 37, and 42°C for the incubation times 
listed above. 
 
2.2.4 Antibiotic, detergent, dye sensitivity, camphor resistance assays 
 
 A paper disk assay was used to determine the sensitivity of wild-type and deletion 
mutant strains to a variety of antibiotics, detergents and dyes.  To perform the tests, 0.1 
ml of overnight culture normalized to OD600 = 0.5 was added to three milliliters of 0.7% 
LB top agar and then poured onto an agar plate.  Paper disks measuring 6 mm (Becton, 
Dickinson and Company, Sparks, MD) were placed on the solidified agar.  Antibiotics 
tested were nalidixic acid (20 µg), ciprofloxin (1 µg), norfloxacin (1 µg), novobiocin (40 
µg), ampicillin (25 µg), spectinomycin (20 µg), rifampicin (5 µg), kanamycin (30 µg), 
chloramphenicol (20 µg) and streptomycin (100 µg).  For the dyes, 0.2% solutions of 
bromophenol blue, acridine orange, brilliant blue, bactocresol red and bactocresol purple 
were used.  Three detergents were also tested: Triton-X 100, NP-40, and Tween 20 in 
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50% solutions.  Plates were incubated at 37°C and zones of inhibition were measured the 
next day.   
Camphor resistance was assayed by adding ~7-10 grams of solid camphor 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to the lid of a petri plate.  Cells were streaked onto the 
surface of defined rich or defined minimal agar, or dilition plated and inverted over the 
camphor crystals.  The plates were incubated inside lidded plastic containers at 30°C for 
48 hrs.   
 
2.2.5 Suppression of cold- and camphor-sensitivity of TC155 
 
 All nine csp genes except for cspD were cloned into a pBAD24 overexpression 
vector (Christine Hall, personal communication).  This plasmid has an arabinose 
inducible promoter and contains the bla gene for selection of ampicillin resistance.  
Plasmids were isolated using a QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit (QIAGEN Inc., Valencia, CA) 
and were individually transformed into CaCl2 competent TC155 (ΔcspABCEG) cells to 
determine if overexpression of any one CSP could suppress the cold-sensitive phenotype 
in this deletion mutant.  Transformants were restreaked three times onto LB Amp plates 
(125 µg/ml) for purification.  To test for cold-sensitive suppression, single colonies were 
restreaked onto MOPS defined rich or MOPS defined minimal plates containing 0.25% 
L-arabinose and were placed at 15°C for 4 or 7 days, respectively.   
 To test if any one CSP could suppress the camphor-sensitive phenotype of 
TC155, overnight cultures of TC155 strains containing CSP clones were subcultured 
1:100 into 125 ml flasks containing either MOPS defined rich AMP (uninduced) or 
MOPS defined rich AMP plus 0.25% L-arabinose (induced).  Cultures were grown to an 
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OD600 of 0.15 before 1 ml was removed and 0.15 g of camphor was added to each flask.  
Samples were removed every 15 minutes for 120 minutes and were diluted into sterile 
saline for viable cell counts. 
 
2.2.6 qRT-PCR on Deletion Mutants 
 
Quantitative real-time PCR was used to study the mRNA expression levels of the 
remaining csp genes in strains TC136 (ΔcspACDEG), TC155 (ΔcspABCEG), and TC165 
(ΔcspABDEG).  Each strain was grown in MOPS minimal glucose medium and cells 
were collected at OD600 readings of 0.04, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.2.  RNA was extracted, DNase 
treated, and converted to cDNA as described above.  Relative fold change in mRNA 
accumulation was calculated using the comparative Ct (2(-ΔΔCt)) method with wild-type 
csp mRNA accumulation serving as comparison (152). 
 Accumulation of mRNA from the remaining csp genes in TC155 (ΔcspABCEG) 
after cold shock in MOPS defined rich medium was assayed using qRT-PCR.  Cells were 
grown in MOPS defined rich medium to an OD600 reading of 0.5 and then were shifted to 
15°C.  Cells were collected prior to the shift, after 1 hr cold-shock, and 4 hrs after cold-
shock.  Relative fold change in mRNA accumulation was calculated using the 
comparative Ct method with csp mRNA accumulation prior to the shift serving as 
comparison (152). 
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Chapter 3: Results 
3.1 Relative quantification of csp transcripts in WT E. coli K12 
3.1.1 Rationale for real-time qPCR experiments 
mRNA expression patterns of the csp genes in E. coli K12 have been analyzed 
using a variety of different techniques with some conflicting results.  Two different labs 
found varying fold increases in transcripts for cspA, -B, -G, and –I after cold-shock, so 
the extent of cold-shock induction for these genes remains unclear (2,45,92).  The goals 
for this project were to establish wild-type mRNA accumulation patterns for each csp 
gene during various phases of the growth curve at 37°C in rich and minimal media, and 
after cold-shock, using quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR).  Using a single technique 
allowed for comparison of transcripts across csp genes during different phases of the 
growth curve to see if homologous pairs are regulated in a similar pattern, which csp 
genes have the most transcripts during each phase, and if these genes are cold-shock 
induced.  The results from these studies were used as a starting point for making deletion 
mutants described in section 3.2.   
 
3.1.2 Comparative Ct method for relative gene expression 
 Two different methods are routinely used to determine fold change in transcripts: 
absolute quantification and relative quantification.  Absolute quantification is more 
difficult because a standard curve must be made for each experiment using known 
amounts of transcripts from a reference gene to serve as comparison when determining 
the number of transcripts detected for the unknown.  Relative quantification, or the 
comparative Ct method, compares the number of transcripts for a gene of interest at one 
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condition (or growth phase) relative to the untreated condition (or different growth phase) 
(152).  Although relative quantification is easier, a drawback of the comparative Ct 
method is that for the calculations to be accurate, the primer efficiencies for all primer 
sets have to be close to 100%.  This is because this method assumes that during each PCR 
cycle the amount of product doubles.  If the efficiency of a primer set is only 80% then 
the amount of product produced would only increase by a factor of 1.6.  Primer efficiency 
is calculated from the equation E = 10[-1/slope] (152).  The slope is determined from the 
line that is generated when enough product has been formed to give off a fluorescent 
signal.  The point that this signal crosses a chosen threshold value is called the Ct or cycle 
threshold.  Genes that are highly expressed have more transcripts and lower Ct values 
whereas genes that are expressed at lower levels have less transcripts and higher Ct 
values. 
Another drawback of the comparative Ct method is that for some calculations, the 
total transcripts detected for one of the growth phases, by the nature of the calculation, 
will equal approximately one (± SE) and the fold change in transcripts for the other 
phases will be calculated relative to that phase.  An example calculation is described 
below: 
Relative fold change = 2(-ΔΔCt) 
where: 
ΔΔCt = ΔCt stationary phase – ΔCt log phase 
ΔCt stationary phase = (Ct stationary phase– Ct endogenous control) 
ΔCt log phase = (Ctlog phase– Ct endogenous control) 
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To get a value for relative change in transcripts in log phase, the ΔΔCt would be ΔCt log 
phase – ΔCt log phase which equals 0 and 20 = 1.  Therefore, transcripts detected in log phase 
equal 1 ± SE.  The number of transcripts detected in stationary phase are then compared 
to those detected in log phase. 
 
3.1.3 Primer design and endogenous control rpoB 
 Nine primer sets for each csp gene were initially designed and tested by Khadijah 
Mitchell (153) (Table 8).  cspH forward and reverse primers were redesigned for this 
study because the primer efficiency for Mitchell’s cspH primers was below 1.90 (see 
below for primer efficiency details).  Both the forward and reverse primers anneal in the 
coding region of each gene and have been optimized to specifically detect only their 
cognate csp gene.  The products produced from these primers are small (between 67 and 
95 bps) and have been verified using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and melt curve 
analysis, to ensure primer specificity. 
In order to compare relative number of transcripts detected for each csp gene, the 
values first had to be normalized to an endogenous control.  The endogenous control 
served to standardize each reaction run for differences in cDNA loading, RNA integrity, 
and reverse transcriptase efficiency.  For this reason, it was important to use an 
endogenous control gene that does not show changes in gene expression across different 
growth phases or experimental conditions.  The endogenous control gene chosen for 
these experiments was rpoB, as it was previously validated to have the most constant 
expression across the growth curve of the 15 genes tested (153).  The other potential 
endogenous controls included genes involved in transcription (rpoS), translation (fusA, 
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rplB, rpsB), metabolism (eno, pykA, gltA), membrane integrity (ompA), DNA binding and 
protein folding (cbpA, cbpM, fisA), and nucleotide biosynthesis (purA).  Because of the 
importance of the control, rpoB levels were retested (Figure 10).  rpoB showed relatively 
constant expression across different phases of the growth curve with Ct values around 25-
26.   
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Figure 10.  Graph of the fluorescent signals detected for the qRT-PCR products 
generated from cDNA from cspA and rpoB in mid log, late log and stationary phases 
of the growth curve.   
rpoB shows relatively constant expression in all three phases whereas the number of cspA 
transcripts changes depending on growth phase.  NTC = No template control;  - RT= 
minus reverse transcriptase control.
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3.1.4 Generation of standard curves to determine primer efficiency 
 
In order to accurately determine relative fold change in mRNA accumulation 
using the comparative Ct method, amplification efficiencies were determined for the 
target gene primers and the primers for the endogenous control, rpoB.  A series of five 
two-fold dilutions were performed and standard curves were generated for each set of 
primers in Table 8.  The amplification efficiencies for each of the primer sets were 
between 1.90 and 2.00 (-3.6 ≥ slope ≥ -3.3) indicating that the comparative Ct method 
could be used to analyze the data.  Correlation coefficients or R2 values were determined 
to show that the dilution series yielded data points that are positively correlated with each 
other.  This means that the slope of the line generated for each primer set was an accurate 
measurement of efficiency.  The equations for the standard curves and correlation 
coefficients (R2) for the nine csp genes and rpoB are given in Table 10.  An example 
amplification plot for standard curves are shown in Figure 11. 
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Table 10.  Equations of standard curves and correlation coefficients for each gene 
target 
Genes Equation of standard curve Primer efficiency 
(E)* 
Correlation 
coefficient (R2)** 
rpoB Y = -3.6 + 32.17 1.90 0.99 
cspA Y = -3.5 + 20.44 1.93 0.99 
cspB Y = -3.6 + 22.07 1.90 0.99 
cspC Y = -3.6 + 22.90 1.90 0.99 
cspD Y = -3.6 + 33.96 1.90 0.96 
cspE Y = -3.3 + 21.54 2.00 0.99 
cspF Y = -3.4 + 27.28 1.97 0.99 
cspG Y = -3.4 + 28.19 1.97 0.99 
cspH Y = -3.4 + 25.67 1.97 0.99 
cspI Y = -3.3 + 29.80 2.00 0.99 
*Primer efficiency is calculated by E = 10[-1/slope] (152) 
** Correlation coefficient R2 is the measure of the linear relationship between points on a 
line.  All values are close to 1 representing positive correlation.   
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Figure 11.  Example amplification plot of the standard curve for cspB primers.   
(A) Graph of the fluorescent signal generated from the qRT-PCR products generated for 
the standard curve of cspB primers.  The red line at 0.3 is the cycle threshold.  (B) 
Standard curve for cspB primers for determination of primer efficiency and correlation 
coefficient.  
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3.1.5 Growth of E. coli K12 MG1655 in MOPS defined rich and MOPS defined 
minimal media 
 
Cultures of wild-type E. coli K12 MG1655 were grown in either MOPS defined 
rich medium with glucose or MOPS defined minimal medium with glucose.  MOPS 
based media was used because it has been shown to support growth to higher cell 
densities without toxicity (147).  MOPS defined rich has well defined carbon sources, 
macronutrients, micronutrients and salt concentrations.  MOPS defined minimal medium 
is the same as MOPS defined rich but lacks the base and amino acid supplements.  Since 
both of these media are defined, growth conditions are more reproducible as compared to 
cultures grown in LB broth.   
Growth curves and viable cell counts were performed in triplicate in order to 
determine generation times and cell collection points for qRT-PCR (Figure 12).  In 
MOPS defined rich medium the generation time was determined to be 25 minutes at 
37°C whereas in MOPS defined minimal medium the generation time was 58 minutes.  
Wild-type cells grown in MOPS defined rich medium were collected at OD600 readings of 
0.2, 0.5 and 2 corresponding to mid log, late log and stationary phases, respectively.  For 
the defined minimal medium, wild-type cells were collected at OD600 of 0.04, 0.1, 0.5 and 
1.2, corresponding to early log, mid log, late log and stationary growth phases, 
respectively.  RNA was isolated from the cells at each time point using TRIzol reagent.  
To ensure there was no DNA contamination, RNA samples were treated with DNase 
prior to production of cDNA.  The cDNA was analyzed using qRT-PCR and the 
comparative Ct method (152).   
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Figure 12.  Growth curves and viable cell counts of wild-type E. coli K12 MG1655 in 
MOPS defined rich and MOPS defined minimal media 
(A) MOPS defined rich medium and (B) MOPS defined minimal medium.  Red arrows 
indicate cell collection points for RNA extraction at OD600 measurements of 0.2, 0.5, and 
2 for (A), respectively and 0.04, 0.1, 0.5, and 1.2 for (B), respectively. 
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3.1.6 WT csp mRNA accumulation in MOPS defined rich medium in different 
growth phases 
 
Using the comparative Ct method, I calculated the relative fold change in mRNA 
accumulation for each csp, in each growth phase, in MOPS defined rich medium at 37°C, 
so that I could determine if the quantity of csp transcripts changes with growth phase.  
Relative fold change in the number of transcripts detected for each csp in mid log and 
stationary was calculated relative to those detected in late log (~ 1 ± SE) using the 
comparative Ct method (152).  In MOPS defined rich medium at 37°C, the abundance of 
mRNA for each csp gene changed with growth phase and not all csp genes in E. coli K12 
showed the same patterns of mRNA accumulation for the growth phases tested (Figure 
13).  For cspA, -F, and –G, transcripts were more abundant in mid log and late log phase 
and decreased in stationary phase to an almost undetectable level.  The pattern of mRNA 
accumulation for cspB and cspI is similar, with an increase in transcripts in mid log phase 
relative to late log phase followed by a decrease in transcripts in stationary phase.  cspB 
and cspI transcripts were clearly detectable in stationary phase.  For cspC and cspH, 
transcripts became more abundant in late log phase but were almost undetectable in 
stationary phase.  cspE transcripts were found at relatively the same levels in mid log, 
late log and stationary phase.  cspD transcripts were more abundant going into stationary.  
 
3.1.7 WT csp mRNA accumulation in MOPS defined minimal medium in different 
growth phases 
 
Using qRT-PCR and the comparative Ct method, I determined relative transcript 
numbers for the nine csp genes after growth in MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C 
(Figure 14).  For cspA, -B, -E, -G, and –I, the number of transcripts increased slightly 
from early log to mid log but was reduced to an almost undetectable level by stationary 
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phase.  cspC mRNA levels increased 1-fold in mid log phase and then decreased slightly 
in late log phase but remained clearly detectable in stationary phase.  The pattern of 
mRNA accumulation for cspD was unique in that instead of decreasing in stationary 
phase, cspD transcripts were 25-fold higher in stationary phase than in late log phase.  
cspF and cspH mRNA levels were high in early log (~4-fold and ~7-fold increases, 
respectively) and mid log (~8-fold and ~17-fold increases respectively) but decreased in 
late log and stationary phases.  The transcripts detected for cspH in stationary were about 
half those detected in late log.   
 
 
Figure 13.  Relative fold change in mRNA accumulation for each csp gene in each 
growth phase in MOPS defined rich medium at 37°C.  
Relative fold change in csp mRNA accumulation was quantified using qRT-PCR with 
rpoB serving as the endogenous control.  The fold change in the number of transcripts 
detected for each csp in mid log and stationary was calculated relative to those detected 
in late log (~ 1 ± SE) using the comparative Ct method.  Bars show the means and 
standard errors (SE) from three separate experiments. mid log, late log, and stationary 
correspond to OD600 measurements 0.2, 0.5 and 2, respectively.  The data points for one 
gene cannot be compared to those for another gene. 
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Figure 14.  Relative fold change in mRNA accumulation within each csp gene in 
each growth phase in MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C.  
Relative fold change in csp mRNA accumulation was quantified using qRT-PCR with 
rpoB expression serving as the endogenous control.  The relative fold change in the 
number of transcripts detected for each csp in early log, mid log and stationary was 
calculated relative to those detected in late log (~ 1 ± SE) using the comparative Ct 
method.  Bars show the means and standard errors (SE) from three separate experiments. 
early log, mid log, late log and stationary correspond to OD600 measurements of 0.04, 0.1, 
0.5 and 1.2, respectively.  The data points for one gene cannot be compared to those 
for another gene. 
 
 
3.1.8 csp genes with the most transcripts in MOPS defined rich medium at 37°C  
 
Since the number of transcripts for each csp gene was determined at the same 
time, total transcript amounts for each csp gene were compared to each other in order to 
determine which csp gene had the most transcripts in each growth phase.  For this 
calculation, relative fold change in transcripts for each csp gene was calculated relative to 
those detected for cspC (~1 ± SE).  In MOPS defined rich medium during mid log phase, 
the csp with the most transcripts was cspA with ~3.5-fold increase in transcripts as 
compared to cspC transcripts (Figure 15).  Transcripts for cspA, -C, and –E were more 
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abundant than transcripts for the other csp genes in both mid log and late log phases.  In 
stationary, cspB and cspE had the most transcripts and the transcripts detected for cspA, -
C and -I were approximately equal.  Transcripts for cspD, -F, -G and -H were low in all 
three growth phases in MOPS defined rich medium at 37°C relative to those detected for 
cspC. 
 
 
Figure 15.  Relative fold change in mRNA accumulation across csp genes for 
different growth phases in MOPS defined rich medium at 37°C.  
Relative fold change in csp mRNA accumulation was quantified using qRT-PCR with 
rpoB expression serving as the endogenous control.  The fold change in the number of 
transcripts detected for each csp was calculated relative to those detected for cspC (~ 1 ± 
SE) using the comparative Ct method. Bars show the means and standard errors (SE) 
from three separate experiments. Mid Log, Late Log, and Stationary phases correspond to 
OD600 measurements 0.2, 0.5 and 2, respectively. The data points for one phase cannot 
be compared to those for another phase. 
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3.1.9 csp genes with the most transcripts in MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C 
 
In order to determine which csp transcripts were most abundant in each growth 
phase in MOPS defined minimal medium, I calculated relative fold change in transcripts 
as compared to those detected for cspC (~ 1 ± SE) using the comparative Ct method 
(Figure 16).  This calculation revealed that cspE transcripts are significantly more 
abundant than those for the other csp genes during early log, mid log, late log and 
stationary phases of the growth curve with 33-, 63-, 61-, and 14-fold more cspE 
transcripts than cspC transcripts, respectively.  cspB showed the next highest number of 
transcripts with 6-, 8-, and 6-fold more transcripts than cspC transcripts in early log, mid 
log and late log phases, respectively.  Transcript levels for cspD, -F, -G, -H and -I were 
low in relation to the amount of transcripts detected for cspC.  
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Figure 16.  Relative fold change in number of transcripts across csp genes for 
different growth phases in MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C.  
Relative fold change in csp mRNA accumulation was quantified using qRT-PCR with 
rpoB expression serving as the endogenous control.  The relative fold change in the 
number of transcripts detected for each csp was calculated relative to those detected for 
cspC (~ 1 ± SE) using the comparative Ct method.  Bars show the means and standard 
errors (SE) from three separate experiments. Early log, mid log, late log and stationary 
phases correspond to OD600 measurements of 0.04, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.2, respectively.  The 
data points for one phase cannot be compared to those for another phase
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3.1.10 Comparison of csp mRNA accumulation in defined rich vs. defined minimal 
media at 37°C 
 
Using the comparative Ct method, the Ct values that were obtained for each csp 
gene in MOPS defined rich medium were compared to the Ct values that were obtained 
for each csp gene in MOPS defined minimal medium in order to determine if there is a 
set of csp genes that are more highly transcribed during fast growth in defined rich 
medium.  Mid log phase accumulation of cspA mRNA was 10-fold higher in defined rich 
than in defined minimal media (Figure 17).  cspA transcripts were also more abundant in 
late log phase in defined rich as compared to defined minimal media.  cspC, -F, and –G 
show higher levels of expression in defined rich as compared to defined minimal media 
in both mid and late log.  cspB is transcribed to a higher level in stationary phase in 
defined rich than in stationary phase in defined minimal.  Expression of cspD and cspE 
was higher in minimal medium than rich medium as can be seen by relative fold changes 
under 1-fold in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17.  Comparison of csp mRNA accumulation in defined rich versus defined 
minimal media at 37°C. 
Using the comparative Ct method, relative fold change in accumulation of csp transcripts was 
quantified using real-time PCR with rpoB serving as the endogenous control.  The growth phases 
correspond to OD600 measurements of  0.2, 0.5, and 2 for defined rich medium and 0.1, 0.5, 1.2 
for defined minimal medium, respectively.  Bars show the means and standard errors (SE) from 
three separate experiments.  Relative fold changes correspond to increased csp mRNA 
accumulation in defined rich as compared to defined minimal media.  Comparisons cannot be 
made across growth phases or across genes.   
 
3.1.11 WT mRNA accumulation after cold-shock in MOPS defined rich medium 
 
Of the nine csp genes tested, only cspI showed a drastic increase in mRNA 
accumulation after cold-shock as compared to pre-shock levels in MOPS defined rich 
medium (Figure 18).  After 1 hr of cold-shock, cspI expression increased over 4.5-fold.  
This increase in cspI trancripts was maintained up to 4 hrs after cold-shock.    
Even though I could not detect an increase in transcripts for eight of the nine csp 
genes after cold-shock in log phase in MOPS defined rich medium, transcripts for the 
known cold-inducible genes (cspA, -B, -E, -G, and –I) were more abundant than 
transcripts for the non-cold inducible genes (cspD, -F, and –H).  cspE transcripts were the 
most abundant with ~46-fold more transcripts than those detected for cspC (Figure 19A).  
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cspA and -B transcripts were ~3- and ~4-fold more abundant than cspC transcripts after 1 
hr cold-shock, respectively.  cspE transcripts remained the most abundant after 4 hrs of 
cold-shock (Figure 19B). 
 
 
 
Figure 18.  Increase in csp transcripts after cold-shock in MOPS defined rich 
medium.   
E. coli K-12 MG1655 cells growing in MOPS rich defined medium at 37°C were shifted 
to 15°C for either 1 (A) or 4 hrs (B) at OD600 of 0.5.  Relative fold change was calculated 
using the comparative Ct method with results plotted as relative increase (fold) in mRNA 
accumulation after shift from 37°C to 15°C.  The dotted line indicates no change in csp 
transcripts from 37°C.  rpoB served as the endogenous control.  Bars show the means and 
standard errors (SE) from three separate experiments.  The data points for one gene 
cannot be compared to those for another gene. 
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Figure 19.  Relative csp transcript levels across csp genes after shift from 37 to 15°C 
for 1 and 4 hrs in MOPS defined rich medium.   
Fold changes in the number of transcripts detected for each csp after 1 hr (A) or 4 hrs 
cold-shock (B) were calculated relative to those detected for cspC (~ 1 ± SE) using the 
comparative Ct method.  rpoB served as the endogenous control.  Bars show the means 
and standard errors from three separate experiments.
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3.1.12 WT mRNA accumulation after cold-shock in MOPS defined minimal medium 
 
Since there was no detected increase in the accumulation of csp transcripts in 
MOPS defined rich medium after 1 or 4 hrs of cold-shock during log phase, I decided to 
cold-shock the cells after growth in MOPS defined minimal medium to see if growth rate 
has an effect on cold-shock induction.  After 1 hr of cold-shock in MOPS defined 
minimal medium, there was a detectable increase in cspA, -B, -E, -G, and –I transcripts 
(Figure 20).  cspI showed the greatest increase in mRNA accumulation with a 30-fold 
increase in transcripts after 1 hr cold-shock compared to pre-shock levels and this 
increase was maintained 4 hrs after cold-shock.  cspA, -B, and –G transcripts increased 
7.8-, 8.8-, and 6.9-fold after 1 hr cold-shock, respectively.  After 4 hrs of cold-shock, 
expression of cspA was lower than pre-shock levels.  The expression of cspB did not 
return to pre-shock levels after 4 hrs of cold-shock.  
Similar to what was seen in MOPS defined rich medium after cold-shock, in 
MOPS defined minimal medium cspE transcripts were the most abundant after 1 hr cold-
shock with 52-fold more transcripts than those detected for cspC (Figure 21A).  cspB 
transcripts were 36-fold higher than cspC transcripts in the cell after 1 hr of cold-shock in 
MOPS defined minimal medium (Figure 21A).  cspG transcripts were the next highest 
with 5.6-fold more transcripts than cspC transcripts.  cspD, cspF, and cspH mRNA 
accumulation levels were drastically lower than cspC mRNA accumulation levels after 1 
hr cold-shock.  cspE transcripts remained the most abundant after 4 hrs cold-shock 
(Figure 21B). 
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Figure 20.  Increase in csp transcripts after cold shock in MOPS defined minimal 
medium.   
E. coli K12 MG1655 cells growing in MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C were 
shifted to 15°C for either 1 (A) or 4 hrs (B) at OD600 of 0.5.  Relative fold change in 
transcripts was calculated using the comparative Ct method with results plotted as 
relative increase (-fold) in mRNA accumulation after shift from 37°C to 15°C.  The 
dotted line indicates no change in csp transcripts from 37°C.  rpoB served as the 
endogenous control.  Bars show the means and standard errors (SE) from three separate 
experiments.  The data points for one gene cannot be compared to those for another 
gene. 
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Figure 21.  Relative csp transcript levels across csp genes after shift from 37 to 15°C 
for 1 hr in MOPS defined minimal medium. 
Fold changes in the number of transcripts detected for each csp after 1 hr (A) or 4 hrs 
cold-shock (B) were calculated relative to those detected for cspC (~ 1 ± SE) using the 
comparative Ct method.  rpoB served as the endogenous control.  Bars show the means 
and standard errors from three separate experiments.
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3.1.13 Summary of wild-type qRT-PCR experiments 
 
Table 11 summarizes the csp mRNA accumulation patterns in each media and 
growth phase.  Five csp genes, cspA, -B, -C, -E, and -G have higher levels of mRNA 
accumulation than cspD, -F, and –H in MOPS defined rich medium.  cspI transcripts are 
not abundant in mid log or late log but become more abundant in stationary.  Transcripts 
for these same five csp genes are also abundant in MOPS defined minimal medium 
except that cspE mRNA accumulation is significantly higher than the other four.   
Interestingly, cspI was the only csp to show an increase in transcripts after 1 hr of 
cold-shock in MOPS defined rich medium as compared to pre-shock levels.  However, 
there are overall more transcripts in the cell for cspA, -B, -C, -G, and –E after one hour 
cold-shock than for the other csp genes.  In MOPS defined minimal medium cspA, -B, -
G, and –I are cold-shock inducible but overall there are more cspE transcripts in the cell.   
 
Table 11.  Summary of mRNA accumulation in wild-type E. coli K12 MG1655 in 
MOPS defined rich and MOPS defined minimal media. 
Media Phase High abundance Low abundance 
MOPS defined rich 
glucose at 37°C 
Generation Time = 25 
min 
Mid Log A > B = E > C > G D, F, H, I 
Late Log A =C= E > B  D, F, G, H, I 
Stationary E > B > A = I = C D, F, G, H 
MOPS defined rich – 
cold-shock  
1 hr E > B> A> C >G = I D, F, H 
MOPS defined minimal 
glucose at 37°C 
Generation Time= 58 
min 
Early Log E > B > A > C = G D, F, H, I 
Mid Log E > B > A = C D, F, G, H, I 
Late Log E > B > A = C = G D, F, H, I 
Stationary E > C A, B, D, F, G, H, I 
MOPS defined minimal 
– cold-shock 
1 hr E > B > G > I=A> C D, F, H 
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3.2 csp deletion mutants 
 
3.2.1 Rationale for creation of deletion mutants in E. coli K12 MG1655 
 
Since there are nine csp genes in E. coli K12 MG1655 construction of all possible 
combinations of csp deletion mutants would result in the creation of 511 strains.  There 
would be 9 possible single, 36 possible double, 84 possible triple, 126 possible 
quadruple, 126 possible quintuple, 84 possible sextuple, 36 possible septuple, 9 possible 
octuple, and 1 possible nontuple deletion mutant strains.  Given the numbers, I used 
existing data on the genes to devise a strategy for making deletions.  Observations from 
my qRT-PCR data (Table 11) led me to delete the five most highly expressed genes 
(cspA, -B, -C, -E, and –G) in one strain.  I hypothesized that deletion of the five most 
highly expressed csp genes would result in more severe phenotypes than strains with csp 
genes deleted that are expressed at lower levels.   
Starting with deletion constructs from the Keio collection (150), I moved the 
single deletions into wild-type (WT) E. coli K12 MG1655 strain using the generalized 
transducing phage P1 and created 16/36 doubles, 14/84 triples, 6/126 quadruples, and 
6/126 quintuple csp deletion mutants, which is 10% of all possible deletion strains (Table 
6 ).  The cspE::kan deletion insertion mutant obtained from the Keio collection was not 
created in frame, so it was remade using the one-step method for inactivation of 
chromosomal genes, as described by Baba et al. (150).  All nine csp genes were replaced 
with the gene for kanamycin resistance (Figure 9).  Since cspF, cspB, and cspI are closely 
linked on the chromosome (Figure 6) it is more difficult to delete more than one of these 
genes in a single strain without bringing back in the WT copy using P1 transduction.  A 
different antibiotic marker would simplify the replacement of each gene and allow for 
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selection of each deletion.  I tried multiple times to replace the cspB gene with a 
chloramphenicol resistance cassette or a spectinomycin cassette but due to technical 
reasons this was not completed.  cspH and cspG are also linked on the chromosome and 
have not been deleted together in the same strain.   
Each of the 51 deletion mutant strains was initially tested for ability to form single 
colonies on MOPS defined rich glucose, MOPS defined minimal glucose and 
MacConkey lactose agar plates at 15, 30, 37, and 42°C.  None of the single, double or 
triple deletion mutants showed any discernable phenotypes at any of the temperatures 
tested.  The quadruple csp deletion mutant ΔcspABEG (TC149) grew slower than WT at 
15°C with no single colonies by day three, but did eventually form single colonies after 
day five (data not shown).  The other four quadruple csp deletion mutants have 
phenotypes similar to WT at 15°C.  Of the six quintuple csp deletion mutants that were 
created, three are cold-sensitive, as compared to WT, on both defined rich and defined 
minimal plates (Table 12).  These strains are ΔcspACDEG (TC136), ΔcspABCEG 
(TC155), and ΔcspABDEG (TC165).  TC155 (ΔcspABCEG) shows no growth, even in 
the heavy part of the streak, on defined rich or defined minimal plates at 15°C.  TC165 
(ΔcspABDEG) grows only in the heavy part of the streak at 15°C on MOPS defined rich 
plates, but grows slightly better on MOPS defined minimal plates.  TC136 (ΔcspACDEG) 
forms smaller colonies than WT on both defined rich and defined minimal plates at 15°C.  
To confirm these temperature sensitive phenotypes, cells were serially diluted and plated 
on either MOPS defined rich or MOPS defined minimal agar and placed at 15, 30, 37 and 
42°C (Figure 22, Figure 23).  In agreement with the streak plate method, TC165 
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(ΔcspABDEG) is cold-sensitive only on MOPS defined rich agar and TC155 
(ΔcspABCEG) is cold-sensitive on both MOPS defined rich and defined minimal agar. 
The quintuple csp deletion mutant strains were streaked onto MOPS defined rich 
and MOPS defined minimal agar and allowed to grow in the presence of camphor vapors 
at 30°C (Table 12).  Camphor has been shown to decondense the chromosome while not 
increasing cell size or shape (118).  The strains that form single colonies in the presence 
of camphor are denoted as camphor-resistant (R) in Table 12 and those which are unable 
to form single colonies in the presence of camphor are denoted as camphor-sensitive (S).  
Strains that grow only in the heavy part of the streak but cannot form single colonies like 
wild-type are denoted R/S.  Similar to what was seen with the cold-sensitivity, TC165 
(ΔcspABDEG), TC136 (ΔcspACDEG), and TC155 (ΔcspABCEG) are camphor-sensitive 
on MOPS defined rich agar.  TC165 is camphor-resistant on MOPS defined minimal agar 
under slower growth conditions but TC136 is camphor-sensitive during slower growth.   
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Table 12.  Macroscopic phenotype summary of the deletion mutant strains with five 
csp genes deleted in one strain.    
Strain MOPS defined rich glucose MOPS defined minimal glucose 
 
15°C 30°C 37°C 42°C CR⃰ 15°C 30°C 37°C 42°C CR⃰ 
ΔcspABDEG + ++ ++ ++ S ++ ++ ++ ++ R 
ΔcspACDEG ++ ++ ++ ++ S ++ ++ ++ ++ S 
ΔcspABCEG NG ++ ++ ++ S NG ++ ++ ++ S 
ΔcspACDGI +++ +++ +++ +++ R +++ +++ +++ +++ R 
ΔcspACDEH +++ +++ +++ +++ R/S +++ +++ +++ +++ R 
ΔcspACDFG +++ +++ +++ +++ R/S +++ +++ +++ +++ R 
Single colonies were restreaked onto respective plates and allowed to grow for 12 hrs at 
37°C and 42°C, 24 hrs at 30°C, and 96 hrs at 15°C on MOPS defined rich glucose plates.  
Incubation times were doubled for MOPS defined minimal glucose plates.  +++, colony 
size similar to WT strain; ++ smaller colonies than WT; + growth only in the heavy part 
of the streak;  NG, no growth.  ⃰CR, camphor resistance at 30°C; R, resistant; S, sensitive; 
R/S, grow only in the heavy part of the streak.  Red color highlights csp genes that are 
more highly expressed as determined by qRT-PCR.
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Figure 22.  Serial dilutions of E. coli K12 MG1655 deletion mutant strains that have 
five of nine csp genes deleted, at different temperatures, on MOPS defined rich agar.   
Cells were serially diluted, plated, and allowed to grow for 12 hrs at 37°C and 42°C, 24 
hrs at 30°C, and 96 hrs at 15°C on MOPS defined rich agar.  Genes highlighted in red are 
those that were determined to be highly expressed using qRT-PCR.  Experiment was 
repeated three times with similar results.   
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Figure 23.  Serial dilutions of E. coli K12 MG1655 deletion mutant strains that have 
five of nine csp genes deleted, at different temperatures, on MOPS defined minimal 
agar.   
Cells were serially diluted, plated, and allowed to grow for 24 hrs at 37°C and 42°C, 48 
hrs at 30°C, and 168 hrs at 15°C.  Genes highlighted in red are those that were 
determined to be highly expressed using qRT-PCR.  Experiment was repeated three times 
with similar results. 
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3.2.2 Suppression of the cold-sensitive phenotype of TC155 
 
The coding sequences of eight of the nine csp genes (excluding cspD) were 
inserted into an arabinose inducible pBAD24 expression vector (gift of C. Hall).  TC155 
(ΔcspABCEG) cells were transformed with these clones, serially diluted and plated to 
determine colony-forming ability at 15°C on MOPS defined rich and MOPS defined 
minimal agar in the absence and presence of arabinose.  TC155 overexpressing either 
CspC or CspE grows better than TC155 with the empty vector when the cells at OD600 of 
0.5 are directly plated but not at the lower dilutions ( Figure 24).  TC155 overexpressing 
CspG shows growth at the 10-2 dilution but not at the lower dilutions.  Overexpression of 
CspI results in formation of single colonies at the lowest dilution.  In the absence of 
arabinose, none of the eight CSPs tested could supress the cold-sensitive phenotype of 
TC155 on MOPS defined rich agar.   
Under slower growth conditions on MOPS defined minimal agar, overexpression 
of CspC, -E, -G, or -I rescues the lethality of TC155 at 15°C only in the presence of 
arabinose ( Figure 24).  Overexpression of CspA in TC155 on MOPS defined minimal 
agar in the presence of arabinose results in growth only after one 1:100 dilution.  On both 
MOPS defined rich and MOPS defined minimal agar at 15°C, there was no increase in 
growth for TC155 overexpressing CspB.  This clone was sequenced to ensure correct 
orientation, and Northern blot analysis indicates that it does produce detectable mRNA 
(154).
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 Figure 24.  Suppression of the cold-sensitive phenotype of TC155 on MOPS defined 
rich agar.   
Cells were grown in MOPS defined rich medium, diluted to OD600 of 0.5, serially diluted, 
and plated with and without 0.25% arabinose.  C, cultures at OD600 of 0.5.  Dried plates 
were incubated at 15°C for five days.  (A) Overexpression of CspA, CspB, CspC and 
CspE in TC155 (B) Overexpression of CspF, CspG, CspH and CspI in TC155.  
Experiment was repeated three times with similar results.   
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Figure 25.  Suppression of the cold-sensitive phenotype of TC155 on MOPS defined 
minimal agar.   
Cells were grown in MOPS defined minimal medium, diluted to OD600 of 0.5, serially 
diluted, and plated with and without 0.25% arabinose.  C, cultures at OD600 of 0.5.  Dried 
plates were incubated at 15°C for seven days.  (A) Overexpression of CspA, CspB, CspC 
and CspE in TC155 (B) Overexpression of CspF, CspG, CspH and CspI in TC155.  
Experiment was repeated three times with similar results. 
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3.2.3 Serial dilutions of quintuple csp deletion mutants in the presence of camphor 
 
To get a more accurate picture of the phenotypes of these deletion mutant strains 
in the presence of camphor, cells were serially diluted, plated, and inverted over camphor 
crystals (Figure 26).  The WT strain forms single colonies in the presence of camphor at 
the lowest dilution (10-6).  Deletion mutant TC155 (ΔcspABCEG) shows no growth when 
the cells at OD600 of 0.5 were directly plated on either defined rich or defined minimal 
agar.  TC136 (ΔcspACDEG) does not grow in the presence of camphor vapors on MOPS 
defined rich agar but does grow on MOPS defined minimal agar down to the 10-4 
dilution.  TC165 (ΔcspABDEG) shows some growth only at the highest dilution on 
MOPS defined rich agar but grows to form single colonies at the lowest dilution on 
MOPS defined minimal agar.  TC135 (ΔcspACDEH) shows growth at the highest 
dilution on MOPS defined rich agar which is consistent with the streak plate results in 
Table 12.  TC164 (ΔcspACDGI) grows on MOPS defined rich agar in the presence of 
camphor but only down to the 10-4 dilution.   
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Figure 26.  Serial dilutions in the presence of camphor of E. coli K12 MG1655 
deletion mutant strains that have five of nine csp genes deleted.   
Cells were grown in either MOPS defined rich or MOPS defined minimal broth, diluted 
back to OD600 of 0.5, serially diluted, and plated. C, cultures at OD600 of 0.5.  Dried plates 
were inverted over camphor crystals and allowed to grow at 30°C for 24 or 48 hrs for 
defined rich and defined minimal plates, respectively.  Experiment was repeated three 
times with similar results. 
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3.2.4 Suppression of the camphor-sensitive phenotype of TC155 (ΔcspABCEG) 
 
TC155 is camphor-sensitive on both defined rich and defined minimal agar.  In 
order to determine if any of CSP could suppress this phenotype, TC155 cells were 
transformed with pBAD24 overexpression vectors containing different csp genes.  Cells 
were grown in either MOPS defined rich or MOPS defined minimal broth and diluted to 
OD600 of 0.5 before a series of three 1:100 dilutions were performed.  Cells were plated 
on MOPS defined rich or MOPS defined minimal agar with or without 0.25% arabinose, 
grown for 2 hrs at 37°C for induction, and then inverted over camphor crystals. 
On MOPS defined rich agar, TC155 overexpressing any of the eight CSPs tested 
did not grow better than TC155 with empty vector in the presence of camphor (Figure 
27).  Many larger colonies form at the higher dilutions probably resulting from 
suppressor mutations.  On MOPS defined minimal agar, the camphor-sensitive phenotype 
of TC155 is suppressed by overexpression of CspC, -E or, to a lesser extent, –I (Figure 
28).  
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Figure 27.  Suppression of the camphor-sensitive phenotype of TC155 on MOPS 
defined rich agar.   
Cells were grown in MOPS defined rich broth, diluted to OD600 of 0.5, serially diluted, 
and plated with and without 0.25% arabinose.  C, cultures at OD600 of 0.5.  Dried plates 
were incubated for 2 hrs at 37°C for induction and then inverted over camphor crystals 
and allowed to grow at 30°C for 24 hrs.  (A) Overexpression of CspA, CspB, CspC and 
CspE in TC155 (B) Overexpression of CspF, CspG, CspH and CspI in TC155.  Plates are 
representatives from three experiments. 
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Figure 28.  Suppression of the camphor-sensitive phenotype of TC155 on MOPS 
defined minimal agar.   
Cells were grown in MOPS defined minimal broth, diluted to OD600 of 0.5, serially 
diluted, and plated with and without 0.25% arabinose.  C, cultures at OD600 of 0.5.  Dried 
plates were incubated for 2 hrs at 37°C for induction and then inverted over camphor 
crystals and allowed to grow at 30°C for 48 hrs.  (A) Overexpression of CspA, CspB, 
CspC and CspE in TC155 (B) Overexpression of CspF, CspG, CspH and CspI in TC155.  
Plates are representatives from three experiments. 
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3.2.5 Suppression of the camphor-sensitive phenotype of TC155 in MOPS defined 
rich broth 
 
 On MOPS defined rich agar none of the eight CSPs could suppress the camphor-
sensitive phenotype of TC155 but CspC, -E, and –I can suppress this phenotype on 
MOPS minimal agar.  I wanted to determine how quickly TC155 dies in the presence of 
camphor vapors and if overexpression of any of the eight CSPs tested could keep TC155 
alive longer than empty vector alone.  For this experiment, arabinose induced and 
uninduced liquid cultures of TC155 with different csp containing plasmids in pBAD24 
overexpression vectors were incubated to an OD600 = 0.15 in MOPS defined rich broth 
before camphor crystals were added.  Viable cell counts were determined after the 
addition of camphor every 15 mins for 120 mins to determine if any csp gene could 
complement the camphor-sensitive phenotype of TC155.   
 As shown in Figure 29, TC155 cells with the empty vector can survive for 15 min 
in the presence of camphor.  Wild-type viability decreases by three logs after 30 min of 
exposure and then levels off.  Overexpression of CspC and CspI in TC155 results in a 
survival curve similar to WT.  Overexpression of CspE results in a five log decrease in 
cell viability but the cells are still alive after 120 min of exposure.  CspA, -B, and -G 
overexpression can only keep TC155 alive 15 mins longer than the empty vector.  TC155 
cells overexpressing CspF or CspH are just as sensitive to camphor as cells with the 
empty vector.   
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Figure 29.  Effect of camphor on TC155 overexpressing different CSPs in MOPS 
defined rich broth. 
TC155 strains transformed with pBAD24 overexpression vectors containing different 
CSPs were grown in MOPS defined rich broth with 0.25% arabinose to an OD600 of 
0.15 before 0.15 g of camphor was added.  Viable cell counts were taken every 15 mins 
for a total of 120 mins.   
 
 
 
3.2.6 Antibiotic sensitivity disk assays 
 
Because TC165 (ΔcspABDEG), TC136 (ΔcspACDEG), and TC155 
(ΔcspABCEG) showed the most interesting macroscopic phenotypes, I chose to further 
study them to try and pinpoint if any macromolecular processes were disrupted in these 
mutants.  To do this, I performed antibiotic disk sensitivity assays using a variety of 
antibiotics that target different processes in the cell.  Antibiotics were ampicillin 
(peptidoglycan synthesis), streptomycin (30S subunit ribosome), rifampicin 
(transcription), nalidixic acid (DNA gyrase), norfloxacin (DNA gyrase), ciprofloxacin 
(DNA gyrase) and novobiocin (DNA gyrase).  All three deletion mutants were more 
sensitive than WT to antibiotics that target DNA gyrase (nalidixic acid, novobiocin, 
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norfloxacin, and ciprofloxacin).  I defined an increase in sensitivity to the antibiotic as an 
increase in the zone of inhibition of at least 3 mm (Table 13).  Nalidixic acid, 
norfloxacin, and ciprofloxacin target the A subunit of DNA gyrase (gyrA) whereas 
novobiocin targets the B subunit (gyrB).  GyrA is the subunit involved in the strand 
nicking and resealing process and GyrB is the subunit involved in energy transduction 
(155,156).   
I also tested sensitivity of TC155 to other antibiotics, dyes, and detergents as 
compared to WT but because there was no difference in sensitivity, I did not test the 
other deletion mutants (data not shown).  For the antibiotics, I tested for sensitivity to 
spectinomycin (30S subunit ribosome), kanamycin (30S subunit ribosome), and 
chloramphenicol (50S subunit ribosome).  For the dyes, I used 0.2% solutions of 
bromophenol blue, acridine orange, brilliant blue, bactocresol red, and bactocresol 
purple.  Detergents tested were 50% solutions of Triton-X 100, NP-40, and Tween.   
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Table 13.  Antibiotic sensitivy assays of three deletion mutant strains with five csp 
genes deleted as compared to wild-type E. coli K12 MG1655. 
Ampicillin (cell wall) 100 µg 50 µg 25 µg 
WT 23 21 18 
ΔcspABDEG 23 20 17 
ΔcspACDEG 24 22 20 
ΔcspABCEG 23 21 19 
Streptomycin 
(translation) 
100 µg 50 µg 25 µg 
WT 17 16 14 
ΔcspABDEG 17 15 13 
ΔcspACDEG 17 16 14 
ΔcspABCEG 18 16 14 
Rifampicin 
(transcription) 
50 µg 25 µg 12.5 µg 
WT 13 11 9.5 
ΔcspABDEG 14 11 9.5 
ΔcspACDEG 13 11 10 
ΔcspABCEG 14 12 10 
Nalidixic acid (GyrA) 20 µg 10 µg 5 µg 
WT 16 14 12 
ΔcspABDEG 20 17 15 
ΔcspACDEG 20 18 16 
ΔcspABCEG 19 17 14 
Norfloxacin (GyrA) 1 µg 0.5 µg 0.25 µg 
WT 16 15 13 
ΔcspABDEG 20 18 16 
ΔcspACDEG 20 18 16 
ΔcspABCEG 20 18 16 
Ciprofloxacin (GyrA) 1 µg 0.5 µg 0.25 µg 
WT 19 17 15 
ΔcspABDEG 21 20 18 
ΔcspACDEG 22 20 18 
ΔcspABCEG 22 20 19 
Novobiocin (GyrB) 40 µg 20 µg 10 µg 
WT 8 6.5 6 
ΔcspABDEG 13 11 9 
ΔcspACDEG 13 11 9 
ΔcspABCEG 13 11 10 
Diameter of each zone measured in mm. Strains were grown overnight in LB medium 
and diluted back to mid log phase.  0.1 ml of each diluted culture was added to 3 ml of 
melted LB top agar and plated onto LB agar plates.  Becton, Dickinson blank paper disks 
(6mm) were placed on the top agar and 10 µl of antibiotic was placed on the discs.  Zones 
of growth inhibition were measured after overnight incubation at 37°C.  Reported zones 
are the average of three separate experiments.  Numbers in blue represent zones that are 
at least 3 mm bigger than those measured for WT. 
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3.2.7 qRT-PCR on quintuple deletion mutants 
 
3.2.7.1 Abundance of transcripts for the remaining csp genes in TC155 
(ΔcspABCEG) in MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C 
 
 qRT-PCR was used to determine if the patterns of growth phase dependent 
expression seen in WT changed for the remaining genes in TC155 (cspD, cspF, cspH and 
cspI) and to see which of the remaining csp genes, if any, were expressed at significantly 
higher levels than the others.  mRNA accumulation for cspD in the WT strain 
dramatically increased in stationary phase in MOPS defined minimal medium (Figure 
14).  In TC155, the number of transcripts for cspD were most abundant in late log phase 
but there was not a dramatic increase in transcripts in stationary phase (Figure 30A).  
cspF, cspH, and cspI transcripts were high in early to mid log and then decreased by 
stationary (Figure 30A).  
The total number of transcripts for cspF and cspH in each phase was about equal 
to those for cspI (Figure 30B).  In early log to late log, the number of cspD transcripts 
compared to those for cspI were significantly lower.  In stationary phase, the number of 
cspD transcripts detected were about half those detected for cspI (Figure 30B). 
 Transcripts for the remaining csp genes in this deletion mutant for the most part 
drastically increased as compared to the same transcripts detected in WT (Figure 30C).  
In stationary phase, cspF and cspH transcripts were 62- and 51-fold higher, respectively, 
than those detected in WT.  The exception is that transcripts for cspD in stationary phase 
did not increase as compared to the WT.   
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Figure 30.  Relative fold change in mRNA accumulation of the remaining csp genes 
in TC155 (ΔcspABCEG) in MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C.   
Relative fold changes in csp mRNA accumulation were quantified using qRT-PCR with 
rpoB expression serving as the endogenous control.  (A) Fold change in transcript 
abundance for the remaining csp genes in TC155 in each phase was calculated relative 
those detected in late log (~1 ±SE) using the comparative Ct method  (B) mRNA 
accumulation across the remaining csp genes in TC155 in each growth phase relative to 
cspI transcripts (~1 ±SE). (C) Relative fold change in transcript abundance for the 
remaining genes in TC155 as compared to WT.  Dotted line represents number of 
transcripts in WT.  Bars show the means and standard errors (SE) from three separate 
experiments. Early log, mid log, late log and stationary phases correspond to OD600 
measurements of 0.04, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.2, respectively. 
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3.2.7.2 Abundance of transcripts for the remaining csp genes in TC165 
(ΔcspABDEG) in MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C 
 
 The abundance of transcripts for the remaining csp genes in TC165, which still 
has cspC, cspF, cspH and cspI, during different phases of the growth curve was 
determined using qRT-PCR.  cspC transcripts are more abundant in mid log and late log 
than early log and stationary (Figure 31A).  The patterns of expression for cspF, -H and –
I are similar with more transcripts for each during early log followed by a decrease in 
transcripts in stationary phase (Figure 31A).  Comparison of transcript abundance across 
the remaining csp genes in TC165 revealed that in early log phase the number of 
transcripts for cspC and cspI are approximately equal but cspC transcripts significantly 
outnumber cspI transcripts with approximately 15-, 28-, and 4-fold more cspC transcripts 
than cspI transcripts in mid log, late log and stationary phases, respectively (Figure 31B).  
The relative number of cspH transcripts in all four phases were lower than those detected 
for cspI. 
 Similar to what was seen for TC155, transcripts for the remaining csp genes in 
TC165 significantly increased compared to those detected in WT (Figure 31C). However, 
transcripts for cspC in TC165 in stationary phase did not increase to compensate for the 
loss of the other csp genes which mimics the results for the number of transcripts 
detected for cspD in stationary phase in TC155.  
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Figure 31.  Relative Fold change in mRNA accumulation of the remaining csp genes 
in TC165 (ΔcspABDEG) in MOPS minimal medium at 37°C.   
Relative fold changes in csp mRNA accumulation were quantified using qRT-PCR with 
rpoB expression serving as the endogenous control.  (A) Fold change in transcript 
abundance for the remaining csp genes in TC165 in each phase was calculated relative 
those detected in late log (~1 ±SE) using the comparative Ct method  (B) mRNA 
accumulation across the remaining csp genes in TC165 in each growth phase relative to 
cspI transcripts (~1 ±SE).  (C) Relative fold change in transcript abundance for the 
remaining genes in TC165 as compared to WT.  Dotted line represents number of 
transcripts in WT.  Bars show the means and standard errors (SE) from three separate 
experiments. Early log, mid log, late log and stationary phases correspond to OD600 
measurements of 0.04, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.2, respectively. 
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3.2.7.3 Abundance of transcripts for the remaining csp genes in TC136 
(ΔcspACDEG) in MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C 
 
 Since the remaining csp genes in each of the two deletion mutant strains described 
above increased to different extents, the abundance of transcripts for the remaining csp 
genes in TC136 were quantified to see if the number of cspB transcripts increased in a 
similar fashion like the number of cspC transcripts increased in TC165.  cspB transcript 
abundance was lowest in mid log and highest in early log phase (Figure 32A).  cspF and 
cspI transcripts were highest in early log with 2.8- and 4.6-fold increases in transcripts, 
respectively, as compared to transcripts detected in late log (Figure 32A).  cspH 
transcripts were more abundant in early log phase (2.2-fold increase over late log phase) 
and decreased in stationary phase (Figure 32A).  Comparison of transcript levels across 
the remaining csp genes in TC136 revealed that there were drastically more cspB 
transcripts than transcripts for cspF, cspH or cspI in all four growth phases tested with 
approximately 224-, 21-, 109-, and 207-fold increases in early log, mid log, late log, and 
stationary phases, respectively, as compared to transcripts detected in each of these 
phases for cspI (Figure 32B).  
 cspB transcripts were more abundant in TC136 than in WT in early log, late log, 
and stationary phases with approximately 16-, 8-, and 150-fold increases, respectively 
(Figure 32C).  Both cspF and cspH transcripts were more abundant in TC136 than in WT 
in early log, late log, and stationary phases (Figure 32C).  cspI transcripts were more 
abundant in early log and stationary phase in TC165 than in the WT with 5.7- and 12.7-
fold increases, respectively.  
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Figure 32.  Relative fold change in mRNA accumulation of the remaining csp genes 
in TC136 (ΔcspACDEG) in MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C.   
Relative fold changes in csp mRNA accumulation were quantified using qRT-PCR with 
rpoB expression serving as the endogenous control.  (A) Fold change in transcript 
abundance for the remaining csp genes in TC136 in each phase was calculated relative 
those detected in late log (~1 ±SE) using the comparative Ct method  (B) mRNA 
accumulation across the remaining csp genes in TC136 in each growth phase relative to 
cspI transcripts (~1 ±SE).  (C) Relative fold change in transcript abundance for the 
remaining genes in TC136 as compared to WT.  Dotted line represents number of 
transcripts in WT.  Bars show the means and standard errors (SE) from three separate 
experiments. Early log, mid log, late log and stationary phases correspond to OD600 
measurements of 0.04, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.2, respectively. 
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3.2.7.4 Transcripts of the remaining csp genes in TC155 after cold-shock in MOPS 
defined rich medium 
 
 TC155 cannot grow at 15°C on either MOPS defined rich or MOPS defined 
minimal agar (Figure 22, Figure 23).  This strain is missing four of the five csp genes 
(cspA, -B, -E, and -G) that have been previously shown to be induced after cold-shock 
(34,50).  The only remaining cold-shock gene in this strain is cspI.  I used qRT-PCR to 
quantitate the relative number of transcripts for the remaining csp genes in TC155 after 
cold-shock, in order to determine if cspD, cspF, or cspH become cold-shock inducible to 
compensate for the loss of four of the cold-shock inducible csp genes.  TC155 was grown 
to an OD600 of 0.5 at 37°C before the cells were shifted to 15°C for either 1 or 4 hrs.   
 After 1 hr cold-shock in MOPS defined rich medium, cspI transcripts in TC155 
increased ~60-fold as compared to pre-shock levels (Figure 33).  This increase was 
maintained for a least 4 hrs after cold-shock.  Transcripts for cspD, -F, and –H increased 
after 1 and 4 hrs of cold-shock but the increase was only 2- to 4-fold.  The relative 
number of cspD, -F, and –H transcripts in the cell after 1 or 4 hrs were low as compared 
to the number of cspI transcripts detected (Figure 34AB). 
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Figure 33.  Relative fold change in mRNA accumulation of the remaining csp genes 
in TC155 in MOPS defined rich medium after cold-shock. 
csp mRNA accumulation was quantified using qRT-PCR with rpoB expression serving as 
the endogenous control.  Relative fold change was calculated using the comparative Ct 
method to assess the change in csp transcript levels detected after cold-shock for 1 (A) or 
4 hrs (B) relative to those detected at 37°C in deletion mutant TC155.  Dotted line 
denotes transcripts detected prior to the shift in TC155. 
 
 
Figure 34.  Relative csp transcript levels across the remaining csp genes in TC155 
after cold-shock treatment in MOPS defined rich glucose medium.   
Fold change in the number of transcripts detected for the remaining csp genes in TC155 
was calculated relative to those detected for cspI (~ 1 ± SE) using the comparative Ct 
method for 1 hr cold-shock treatment (A) and 4 hrs cold shock treatment (B).  rpoB 
served as the endogenous control.  Bars show the means and standard errors from three 
separate experiments.   
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3.2.8 Summary of deletion mutant data 
 
 Of the six quintuple deletion mutants studied, TC155 (ΔcspABCEG) shows the 
most severe macroscopic phenotypes.  It is cold-sensitive and camphor-sensitive on both 
MOPS defined rich and MOPS defined minimal agar.  The cold-sensitive phenotype of 
TC155 on MOPS defined rich agar can be rescued fully by overexpression of CspI.  
Overexpression of CspC, -E, or –G in this strain rescues the cold-sensitive phenotype to a 
lesser extent.  On MOPS defined minimal agar, overexpression of CspC, -E, -G, or –I can 
restore growth of TC155 at 15°C.  For the camphor-sensitive phenotype of TC155 on 
MOPS defined rich medium, none of the eight CSPs tested could restore growth on agar 
but overexpression of CspC, -E, or –I allowed the cells to live longer than TC155 in 
MOPS defined rich broth with camphor.  TC155 overexpressing CspC, -E, or –I can 
survive in the presence of camphor vapors on MOPS defined minimal agar. 
TC165 (ΔcspABDEG) is cold-sensitive and camphor-sensitive on MOPS defined 
rich agar.  The deletion mutant TC136 (ΔcspACDEG) cannot grow in the presence of 
camphor vapors on MOPS defined rich agar but grows slightly better on MOPS defined 
minimal agar in the presence of camphor.  TC136 is also slightly cold-sensitive on MOPS 
defined rich agar.  TC135 (ΔcspACDEH) is not cold-sensitive but is camphor-sensitive 
on MOPS defined rich agar.  TC136, TC155 and TC165 are all more sensitive than WT 
to antibiotics that target DNA gyrase (nalidixic acid, norfloxacin, ciprofloxacin and 
novobiocin).   
 The remaining csp genes in TC136 (cspB, -F, -H, and –I), TC155 (cspD, -F, -H, 
and –I),  and TC165 (cspC, -F, -H, and –I) were are all upregulated in MOPS defined 
minimal medium at 37°C as compared to those detected in WT.  The remaining csp with 
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the most transcripts in these deletion mutant strains was cspC for TC136 and cspB for 
TC165.  For TC155, transcript levels for cspF, -H and –I were approximately equal in 
MOPS defined minimal medium at 37°C but cspI transcripts were significantly higher in 
this strain after 1 and 4 hrs cold-shock.   
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Chapter 4: Discussion 
 
Previous work has shown that five of the nine csp genes in E. coli K12 MG1655 
are induced by cold-shock (cspA, -B, -E, -G, and –I) (1,15,19,50), one is induced in 
stationary phase (cspD) (128), one is constitutively expressed (cspC) (36), and the 
induction patterns for cspF and cspH are unknown.  Many of the studies used to elucidate 
the expression patterns of these genes used transcriptional or translational lacZ fusions to 
study these genes one at a time.  While this revealed some information about induction 
patterns for these genes, several labs found differing folds of induction and none of these 
studies focused on comparing transcript levels for each csp gene to each other.  While 
some studies indicate a role for post-transcriptional regulation for some of the csp genes, 
I have concentrated most of this investigation on the first limiting step in gene regulation, 
expression of the mRNA. 
My work has sought to further characterize the expression patterns of multiple csp 
genes during different phases of the growth curve during normal growth at 37°C, after 
cold-shock, and in cells deleted for different combinations of csp genes.  The specific 
goals of my work were to determine when these genes are expressed, if homologous pairs 
are expressed the same, how many are cold-shock inducible, if there is a ranking of 
importance in the cell for these genes, and if these genes have similar or overlapping 
functions.   
 
4.1 Are homologous pairs expressed the same? 
Alignment of the amino acid sequences of the nine csp genes revealed that they 
group into pairs based on amino acid identity and similarity (Table 1).  CspA and CspB, 
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CspG and CspI, CspC and CspE, and CspH and CspF are pairs.  CspD is the least similar 
to all the other CSP proteins but is most like CspE with 46% identity and 67% similarity.  
Although comparison of the amino acid sequences of these proteins suggest groupings of 
pairs, there are some differences in the regulatory regions found in the upstream regions 
of these genes.  Individual genes contain regulatory sequences for CRP/cAMP, cold box 
regulation, FNR, MetJ, DinJ or other toxin/antitoxin systems (Figure 3, Table 2) 
(37,38,41-43,96).  There are some similarities within pairs in the length of their 5’UTRS.  
cspE (43 bases), cspC (74 bases) and cspD (86 bases) all have short leader sequences.  
The other genes (cspA, 159 bases; cspB, 161 bases; cspF, 165 bases; cspG, 156 bases; 
and cspI, 145 bases) have long or potentially long mRNA leader sequences 
(12,18,19,44,45).  For cspA and cspI, the long leaders have been experimentally 
determined to affect mRNA stability at low temperatures (19,97). 
 My data show that the patterns of expression for pairs of csp genes in MOPS 
defined rich medium is different (Figure 13).  For example, transcripts for cspA are 
almost undetectable in stationary phase, whereas transcripts for cspB in stationary phase 
are clearly detectable.  In MOPS defined minimal medium, however, some of the pairs 
have the same or similar patterns of expression (cspA and cspB; cspG and cspI; cspF and 
cspH) (Figure 14).  cspC and cspE do not show similar patterns of expression in MOPS 
defined minimal medium.  Consistent with previous results, I detected the most cspD 
transcripts in stationary phase in both defined rich and defined minimal media (35).   
In many cases the number of transcripts detected for one csp in a pair is 
drastically different than the number of transcripts detected for the other csp in the pair 
(Figure 15, Figure 16).  For instance, cspA transcripts in MOPS defined rich are more 
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abundant than cspB transcripts in mid log and cspE transcripts more abundant than cspC 
transcripts in all phases in MOPS defined minimal medium.  For cspA, the increase in 
transcripts detected can be partially explained by its unique position on the chromosome 
(Figure 6).  It is the only csp gene that is close to the origin of replication and, therefore, 
actively growing cells have a higher gene dosage (104).   
 
4.2 Which csp(s) has the most transcripts during each growth phase? 
 Since I obtained mRNA expression values for each csp in each growth phase, I 
was able to compare relative number of transcripts across csp genes to determine which 
csp had the highest number of transcripts in each phase, if this changes with different 
media or treatment, and which remaining csp gene in each quintuple csp deletion mutant 
had the most transcripts.  In MOPS defined rich medium at 37°C in the WT strain, the 
csp with the most transcripts in mid log phase was clearly cspA but by stationary phase, 
cspE transcripts were more abundant than cspA transcripts.  This contrasts with csp 
transcripts detected in MOPS defined minimal medium, where transcription of cspE was 
drastically induced upwards of ~60-fold in some phases.  In both media, transcripts for 
cspD, -F, -G and –H were significantly lower indicating that they do not play as big a 
role under these conditions as cspA and cspE.   
 In cold-shocked cells grown in MOPS defined rich and MOPS defined minimal 
media, cspE transcripts drastically outnumbered the transcripts detected for any other csp 
gene at both 1 and 4 hrs post-shift.  In MOPS defined minimal medium after cold-shock, 
cspB mRNA levels are also high in comparison to transcripts detected for the other csp 
genes.  cspA, which has been called the “major cold-shock protein” in E. coli, was, at 
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most, the third highest expressed csp gene in either MOPS defined rich or MOPS defined 
minimal media in this study (12).  In the initial studies where CspA was called the major 
cold-shock protein, the increase was seen at the protein level.  Since I did not detect a 
significant increase in accumulation of cspA transcripts after cold-shock, induction of this 
gene after cold-shock is most likely regulated at the post-transcriptional or translational 
level. 
 Of the remaining genes in TC155 (cspD, -F, -H, -I), cspI and cspF had 
approximately the same number of transcripts in all four phases tested in MOPS defined 
minimal medium at 37°C.  In contrast, cspC transcripts in TC165 (cspC, -F, -H, -I 
remaining) and cspB transcripts in TC136 (cspB, -F, -H, -I remaining) were detected in 
significantly higher amounts than transcripts for the other remaining csp genes.   
 
4.3 Are these genes cold-shock induced? 
For the cold-shock experiments, the results in defined minimal medium were 
consistent with previous reports that detected an increase in csp transcripts for cspA, -B, -
G, and –I after a down shift in temperature (18,19,45,92).  In defined rich medium, I was 
only able to detect an increase in cspI transcripts as compared to pre-shock levels.  One 
possible explanation for the lack of cold-shock induction for cspA, -B and –G in defined 
rich medium could be that cold-shock induction may be growth phase or growth rate 
dependent.  Brandi et al. (93) showed that transcripts for cspA were highest in cells cold-
shocked at higher cell densities (A620 = 1.0) and only found a 2- to 3-fold increase in cspA 
transcripts after a downshift during early exponential growth.  In addition, my 
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experiments were not carried out in Luria broth like the previous experiments which 
makes it difficult to directly compare my results to theirs.  
I have shown that even though cspE was not initially characterized as cold-shock 
induced, there are more cspE transcripts in the cell than transcripts for any other csp gene 
at 15°C.  I was not able to detect an increase in post-shock cspE transcripts, however.  
Using Northern blotting, Uppal and colleagues (50) were able to detect a ~3-fold increase 
in cspE transcripts after a downshift in temperature for 10 min.  After 40 minutes, cspE 
mRNA levels returned to nearly pre-shift levels.  Because I collected cells 1 hr after the 
shift, I would not have detected this transient increase. 
 Giuliodori et al. (97) have shown that the cold-shock induction of cspA is post-
transcriptionally regulated by the folding of its 5’UTR.  They have also shown that cspA 
transcripts are more stable at 15°C than at 37°C as a result of this change in structure.  At 
37°C the half-life of cspA mRNA is less than 10 s (8).  Since cspB, -G, and –I also have 
longer 5’UTRs in comparison to the other csp genes, it is likely that the cold-shock 
induction of these genes is also at least partially regulated by the change in structure of 
their 5’UTRs after cold shock.   
 
4.4 Is there a ranking of importance among the nine csp genes? 
 I have created deletion mutants with different combinations of csp genes deleted 
in E. coli K12 MG1655, in order to study the importance of maintaining multiple copies 
of csp genes and to uncover possible functional redundancies.  There are several 
possibilities for maintaining multiple copies of these genes in the cell.  If they all serve 
the same or similar function(s), they could be regulated by similar mechanisms or 
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differentially regulated to respond to different stimuli.  Alternatively, there could be 
specialized or critical functions for individuals or sets of csp genes that are either 
regulated in a similar manner or have their own unique expression patterns.  In the 
following paragraphs, I will put forth evidence from the literature and my work for each 
of these possibilities as well as suggest some future experiments to confirm or reject these 
possibilities.  
Similar functions 
All nine CSPs in E. coli K12 are predicted to form a similar β-barrel structure 
containing oligonucleotide binding motifs RNP-1 and RNP-2 (Figure 2).  Because of 
their similarities in structure, they may perform similar functions in the cell.  Several labs 
have used various techniques to determine specific functions of CSPs but rarely were all 
nine subjected to the same tests.  Studies on the oligonucleotide binding specificities of 
CspA, -B, -C and –E have revealed that these three proteins preferentially bind to single-
stranded oligonucleotides with a preference for polypyrimidine-rich regions (17,60).  
Binding of CSPs to these regions has been suggested to destabilize secondary structures 
and the major function of RNA chaperone has been attributed to these proteins (13,157).   
The quadruple deletion mutant ΔcspABEG made by Xia and colleagues (15) 
shows cold-sensitivity that is suppressed by all CSPs of E. coli K12 except for CspD.  
The cold-sensitivity of this deletion mutant was also suppressed by the S1 domain of 
polynucleotide phosphorylase (PNPase) which forms a structure similar to the CSPs (15).  
These results suggest that the nine CSPs in E. coli K12 and the S1 domain of PNPase 
serve similar functions and are interchangeable. 
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In Bacillus subtilis, which possesses three csp genes, at least one CSP is required 
for viability and loss of one or two in a single strain resulted in an increase in the 
accumulation of the remaining CSPs (53).  This suggests that in this species, the different 
CSPs serve as backup systems and perform the same or similar functions and that there is 
some form of dosage compensation from autogenous regulation.  Even though any one 
csp in B. subtilis is sufficient for growth, deletion of cspB resulted in the most severe 
phenotypes, which suggests that CspB is the most important CSP in this species.  In my 
quintuple deletion mutants, I saw an increase in transcripts for all of the remaining csp 
genes in each strain indicating that these CSPs either directly or indirectly regulate, at 
least at the transcriptional level, the synthesis of the other csp genes.  I also saw varying 
degrees of phenotypes depending on which set of five csp genes were deleted.   
Different functions 
 A number of seemingly unrelated functions have been proposed for different 
CSPs and it is not clear if these functions are specific to the CSP tested, or if all CSPs 
share these functions.  CspC and CspE have been shown to be involved in gene 
regulation, chromosome condensation, and camphor resistance (36,106,109,118,131).  
CspA was shown to bind to the promoters of gyrA and hns to increase transcription of 
these genes (21,119).  CspA, -C, and –E have also been shown to function as 
transcription antiterminators in vitro and in vivo (116). 
Out of the nine csp genes, cspD shows the most unique regulation with induction 
in stationary phase and after carbon starvation (35).  CspD has an extra seven amino acids 
on its C-terminal end and overexpression of this protein is lethal (Figure 2) (128).  Two 
distinct functions that have been attributed to CspD but not to the other CSPs, are 
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inhibition of DNA replication and involvement in persister cell formation (128,129).  
CspD has also been shown to be negatively regulated by the antitoxin/toxin system 
MqsR/MqsA (40).  It remains to be seen if any other csp from E. coli K12 is regulated by 
this antitoxin/toxin system but cspE has been shown to be negatively regulated by 
antitoxin DinJ (41).   
 CspF and CspH lack three and four of the aromatic amino acids (out of eight in 
CspA), respectively, that have been shown to be involved in DNA/RNA binding (104).  
In my studies, transcripts for cspF and cspH were very low at the conditions tested as 
compared to transcripts for the other csp genes.  Protein studies need to be performed at 
these conditions to determine if the mRNA that I detected is ever translated into protein 
and if they are capable of binding to DNA/RNA.  Microarray studies have shown an 
increase in expression for cspF and cspH after exposure to urea and cspH has multiple 
predicted promoters that can respond to different stresses.  Future experiments should be 
conducted to determine if CspF and CspH have evolved to function under these different 
conditions.   
 My work has shown that multiple csp genes must be deleted in the same strain 
before a phenotype is observed suggesting functional redundancy.  However, I have 
shown that deletions of different combinations of csp genes produce varying degrees of 
phenotypes.  The cold-sensitive phenotype of TC155 could not be rescued equally by 
overexpression of any one CSP.  Only overexpression of CspI in MOPS defined rich and 
overexpression of CspC, -E, -G, or –I on MOPS defined minimal agar could fully rescue 
growth of the mutant at 15°C back to WT levels ( Figure 24, Figure 25).  This suggests 
that either these genes have evolved different specialized functions that are critical under 
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various stimuli or that they perform similar functions and that activity level of individuals 
is important for survival under various conditions.   
TC165 (ΔcspABDEG) is cold-sensitive on MOPS defined rich plates but grows 
like WT on MOPS defined minimal plates at 15°C (Figure 22, Figure 23).  Due to time 
constraints, overexpression tests to determine if any CSP could suppress the cold-
sensitive phenotype were not performed on this strain.  These tests should be performed 
to determine if any of the CSPs can rescue the growth of this mutant.  If only certain 
CSPs, like what was seen with suppression of the cold-sensitive phenotype of TC155, can 
rescue this mutant then it provides further evidence that not all CSPs perform the same 
function in the cell. 
 It is interesting to note that all of my quintuple deletion mutants showed varying 
degrees of camphor-sensitivity.  TC136, TC155, and TC165 could not grow in the 
presence of camphor vapors on MOPS defined rich agar (Figure 26).  Only TC155 was 
camphor-sensitive on MOPS defined minimal agar and only overexpression of CspC, -E, 
or –I could rescue the growth of this mutant (Figure 25).  Preliminary results revealed 
that some strains with two, three, or four csp genes deleted in one strain also show 
varying degrees of camphor sensitivity (Appendix A.1).  This suggests that only a certain 
set of CSPs either directly or indirectly contribute to camphor resistance.  In order to 
determine if exposure to camphor results in an increase of only a subset of CSPs, qRT-
PCR could be used to determine if there is an increase in the accumulation of transcripts 
after exposure.  Also, microarray studies on triple deletion mutant E. coli K12 MG1655 
ΔcspC ΔcspE ΔcspI (TC209) could help reveal if there are genes that are significantly 
downregulated in this strain that might contribute to camphor resistance. 
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4.5 Why might E. coli K12 need multiple copies of csp genes that are differentially 
regulated? 
 
 The number of csp genes in different strains of E. coli ranges from 0 to 9 (Table 
14).  Interestingly, the strains that have six csp genes are usually lacking cspB, -F, and –I.  
There are remnants of transposable elements surrounding the cspA gene which could 
indicate that the difference in the number of homologues between strains may be the 
result of multiple chromosomal duplications.  A possible scenario of events that could 
have occurred that resulted in pairs of CSPs in E. coli K12 is that the cspH and cspG 
genes were duplicated and moved to a different part of the chromosome becoming cspF 
and cspI and then the cspA gene was duplicated and moved in between cspF and cspI to 
create cspB (64). 
 Duplication of these genes could have resulted from the need to respond to many 
different types of stresses such as shifts in temperature, pH, osmolarity, and oxidative and 
antibiotic stress as has already been shown in other bacterial species (Table 4).  Some 
examples in other bacteria include: CspB and CspC from Bordetella bronchiseptica 
which are induced by antibiotic stress; CspA and CspD from Listeria monocytogenes 
which are induced by oxidative stress; and CspC from Staphylococcus aureus which is 
induced under oxidative, antibiotic and osmotic stress (71,72,87).  Like EcCspD, CspC 
from B. bronchiseptica, and CspC and CspD from Clostridium botulinum are induced in 
stationary phase (72,73).   
I tested the sensitivity of three of my quintuple deletion mutants (TC136, TC155 
and TC165) to a variety of different antibiotics (ampicillin, streptomycin, rifampicin, 
nalidixic acid, norfloxacin, ciprofloxacin and novobiocin).  The only antibiotics that these 
strains were more sensitive to were those that target DNA gyrase (Table 13).  Nalidixic 
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acid, norfloxacin, and ciprofloxacin target the A subunit of DNA gyrase (gyrA) whereas 
novobiocin targets the B subunit (gyrB).  GyrA is the subunit involved in the strand 
nicking and resealing process and GyrB is the subunit involved in energy transduction.  
One or more of the csp genes that were deleted in each strain may upregulate expression 
of the A or B subunit of DNA gyrase or both.  There is some preliminary evidence that 
CspA can bind to the promoter region of gyrA but further testing needs to be performed 
to determine the role that CSPs play in gyrase expression (21). 
The induction of csp genes in E. coli K12 under other stress conditions have not 
been as thoroughly studied as the cold-shock response and represent an interesting 
starting point for future experiments. These experiments may help shed light on the 
general stress-induced functions of these genes.  Particularly, these other stressors could 
be used to try to determine when CspF and CspH are functional.  
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Table 14.  Number of csp genes in different E. coli strains. 
Strain Number of csp 
genes 
Names of csp genes* 
E. coli 536 6 ACDEGH 
E. coli 55989 6 ACDEGH 
E. coli APEC 0 - 
E. coli ATCC 8 ABDEFGHI 
E. coli B Str. Rel 606 7 ACDEGHI 
E. coli BL21(DE3) 6 ACDEGH 
E. coli BW2952 9 ABCDEFGHI 
E. coli CFT073 9 ABCDEFGHI 
E. coli E24377A 7 ABCDEGH 
E. coli ED1a 6 ACDEGH 
E. coli IAI1A 9 ABCDEFGHI 
E. coli IAI39 9 ABCDEFGHI 
E. coli K-12 DH10B 9 ABCDEFGHI 
E. coli O127:H6 Str. E2340169 6 ACDEGH 
E. coli O157:H7 EDL933 6 ACDEGH 
E. coli O157:H7 VT2-Sakai 6 ACDEGH 
E. coli S88 9 ABCDEFGHI 
E. coli SE11 6 ACDEGH 
E. coli SMS 3-5 6 ACDEGH 
E. coli UMN026 9 ABCDEFGHI 
E. coli UTI89 6 ACDEGH 
E. coli W3110 9 ABCDEFGHI 
* Names were determined using the EcoCyc.org database (158) and confirmed using 
NCBI BLAST (159).  BLAST searches were completed using the protein sequences of 
the nine CSPs in E. coli K12 MG1655.
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4.6 Future Directions 
 All of my quintuple deletion mutants were viable at 30, 37, and 42°C which 
indicates that either the five csp genes in each strain that were deleted are not essential for 
growth and viability at those conditions, or back-up systems compensated for the loss of 
those genes.  To further test if there is functional redundancy amongst the CSPs, 
additional csp genes should be deleted in each strain.   
In TC155 (cspD, cspF, cspH, and cspI remaining), cspI would be the next logical 
csp gene to delete because it is one of the six most highly expressed genes as shown by 
qRT-PCR.  However, the number of transcripts for cspI in MOPS defined minimal 
medium at 37°C were not much higher than those detected for cspF or cspH so deleting 
cspI in TC155 may only exacerbate the cold-sensitive phenotype if cspF and cspH can 
compensate for the loss of six csp genes at 37°C.   
In TC136 (cspB, cspF, cspH, and cspI remaining), the next logical gene to delete 
would be cspB as it was expressed at much higher levels than the other remaining csp 
genes at 37°C.  TC165 (cspC, cspF, cspH and cspI remaining) had more transcripts for 
cspC than for the other remaining genes so cspC would be the best gene to delete next in 
this strain.  Another possible strain that could yield interesting phenotypes that should be 
considered is deletion of cspG in TC135 (ΔcspACDEH).  This would leave E. coli K12 
with only cspB, -F, and –I which are missing from other E. coli strains such as E. coli 
O157:H7 and may help elucidate the importance of the gene duplications in E. coli K12 
(Table 14).   
 When CspE was overexpressed in TC155 on MOPS defined rich agar at 15°C 
several large colonies grew out from the heavy part of the streak which are most likely 
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colonies with suppressor mutations (Appendix A.2).  If these suppressor mutants are 
stable then they could be characterized to determine what processes are changed in these 
mutants that allow for growth at 15°C.   
 The pattern of mRNA expression for cspD in stationary phase changed in TC155.  
Instead of a drastic increase in transcripts like what was seen in WT, cspD transcripts in 
TC155 in stationary phase were about equal to those detected in late log phase.  This 
suggests that one of the csp genes in the deletion mutant either directly or indirectly 
regulates the expression of cspD.  Further experimentation is needed to determine if one 
of the other CSPs can control cspD expression.   
 It is interesting that I only saw an increase in cspI transcripts after cold-shock in 
MOPS defined rich medium, but on MOPS defined minimal medium, I saw an increase 
in transcripts for cspA, -B, -G and –I after cold-shock.  From these results, it is clear that 
growth rate has an effect on cold-shock induction.  Additional studies are needed to fully 
understand how growth rate plays a part in the cold-shock response.    
 
4.7 Final Summary 
In this study, I presented comparisons of the accumulation of csp transcripts in 
defined rich and defined minimal media and after cold-shock.  My results show that not 
all csp genes in E. coli K12 are expressed at the same time or under the same conditions.  
Transcripts for some of the csp genes are present in the cell all the time (cspE) while the 
quantity of others changes with growth phase and are further induced after cold-shock 
(cspA, -B, -G, and –I).  The number of cspF and cspH transcripts in the cell was very low 
compared to the other csp genes, and given that no protein has ever been detected for 
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these proteins under any condition it is not clear if the mRNA that I detected is ever 
translated into protein.  Furthermore, CspF and CspH lack the two RNA binding motifs 
that are found on the surface of other CSPs, so it is not clear if they can bind RNA or 
DNA.  Further experimentation is needed to determine if the mRNA for cspF and cspH is 
translated into proteins and if these proteins can bind to RNA or DNA.   
Based on the number of transcripts detected for each csp gene, the csp genes in E. 
coli K12 MG1655 can be grouped into two classes: those that are highly expressed in 
defined rich and defined minimal media and after cold-shock (cspA, cspB, cspC, cspE, 
cspG and cspI), and those that are expressed at lower levels or under conditions not tested 
here (cspD, cspF, and cspH).  In addition, those with higher number of transcripts do not 
show the same patterns of expression in defined rich and defined minimal media.  cspA 
and cspC show higher expression levels in defined rich whereas cspB and cspE show 
higher expression levels in defined minimal media.   
The macroscopic phenotypes of the deletion mutants that I have created support 
this grouping.  When five of the major csp genes were deleted in TC155 (ΔcspABCEG), I 
saw no growth at 15°C or in the presence of camphor vapors.  This strain was also more 
sensitive to antibiotics that target DNA gyrase.  Two other deletion mutant strains, 
TC165 (ΔcspABDEG) and TC136 (ΔcspACDEG), each missing four of the csp genes 
from the major grouping, also showed phenotypes that were more severe than those 
strains only lacking three of the major csp genes.   
My qRT-PCR data on these deletion mutants further suggests that there are at 
least two groupings for the csp genes.  Interestingly, transcripts for cspI in TC155 did not 
drastically increase as cspB and cspC transcripts did in TC136 and TC165, respectively.  
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This could indicate that there is a middle grouping of csp genes that are expressed under 
certain conditions but play a lesser role in the cell.  This hypothesis is supported by 
deletion mutant strain TC164 (ΔcspACDGI) which is missing cspI instead of cspE as in 
TC136 (ΔcspACDEG).  TC164 (ΔcspACDGI) is slightly camphor-sensitive and not 
sensitive to decreases in temperature.  
Taken together, these results indicate that there is some functional redundancy 
among the nine csp genes in E. coli K12 but there is also a ranking of importance for 
these proteins in the cell.  Although CSPs are similar in structure, they are differentially 
regulated and are important not only in the cold-shock response but also in other stress 
responses.  It is clear from these results that growth phase and growth rate play major 
roles in the induction of these genes during normal growth and after stress.   
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Appendix 
A.1. Preliminary streaking of deletion mutants in the presence of 
camphor 
 
 Deletion mutants were streaked for single colonies onto either MOPS defined rich 
or MOPS defined minimal agar.  The plates were inverted over camphor crystals and 
incubated at 30°C for 24 or 48 hrs for defined rich and defined minimal agar, 
respectively.  The results in Table A.1 are preliminary and represent data collected from 
two replicates.   
 Quintuple deletion mutants ΔcspABCEG, ΔcspABDEG, and ΔcspACDEG could 
not grow even in the heavy part of the streak in the presence of camphor vapors on 
MOPS defined rich agar.  Interestingly, some strains with two, three, and four csp genes 
deleted grew worse than WT in the presence of camphor.  Majority of the strains with 
phenotypes have cspE, cspC, or both, deleted.  In all cases, the phenotypes were not as 
severe on MOPS defined minimal agar when the cells were growing slower.   
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Table A1.  E.coli K12 MG1655 strains with two, three, four, or five csp genes deleted 
and their growth in the presence of camphor vapors at 30°C.  
Strain 
MOPS defined 
rich 
MOPS defined 
minimal 
ΔcspAB +++ +++ 
ΔcspAC +++ +++ 
ΔcspAE ++ +++ 
ΔcspAG ++ +++ 
ΔcspBC +++ +++ 
ΔcspBE +++ +++ 
ΔcspCD +++ +++ 
ΔcspCE + +++ 
ΔcspHI +++ +++  
ΔcspABC +++ +++ 
ΔcspABE ++ +++ 
ΔcspABG ++ ++ 
ΔcspACE + ++ 
ΔcspAGI +++ +++ 
ΔcspBCE ++ +++ 
ΔcspCHI +++ +++ 
ΔcspABEG + +++ 
ΔcspACDI +++ +++ 
ΔcspACDG +++ +++ 
ΔcspACDI +++ +++ 
ΔcspACHI +++ +++ 
ΔcspABCEG NG NG 
ΔcspABDEG NG +++ 
ΔcspACDEG NG + 
ΔcspACDEH + +++ 
ΔcspACDGF ++ +++ 
ΔcspACDGI ++ +++ 
Strains were streaked for single colonies onto either MOPS defined rich or MOPS defined minimal plates.  
The plates were inverted over camphor crystals and incubated for 24 or 48 hrs on rich and minimal plates, 
respectively.  +++, single colonies like wild-type; ++, smaller colonies than WT; +, growth only in the 
heavy part of the streak; NG, No growth. 
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A.2. Streak plate of TC155 overexpressing CSPs 
 
The coding sequences of eight of the nine csp genes (excluding cspD) were 
inserted into an arabinose inducible pBAD24 expression vector (C. Hall, pers. 
communic.).  TC155 cells were transformed with these clones and colony-forming ability 
at 15°C on MOPS defined rich and MOPS defined minimal plates was assayed in the 
absence and presence of arabinose.  Only CspC, -E, -G, or –I could suppress the cold-
sensitive phenotype on MOPS defined rich plates in the presence of arabinose.  Several 
large colonies grew out of the heavy part of the streak when CspE was overexpressed in 
TC155 suggesting that suppressor mutations probably occurred.  In the absence of 
arabinose, none of the eight CSPs tested could suppress the cold-sensitive phenotype of 
TC155.  Under slower growth conditions, CspA, -C, -E, -G, or –I could suppress the 
cold-sensitive phenotype of TC155 only in the presence of arabinose. 
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Figure A2.  Suppression of the cold-sensitive phenotype of strain TC155 
(ΔcspABCEG) by E. coli K12 CSP Proteins.   
TC155 cells were transformed with the above plasmids, streaked onto either MOPS 
defined rich or MOPS defined minimal plates with or without arabinose (0.25%) and then 
grown at 15°C for 4 or 7 days, respectively.  A) Overexpression of CspA, CspB, CspC 
and CspE in TC155 B) Overexpression of CspF, CspG, CspH and CspI in TC155.    
 
